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ABSTRACT

The presented dissertation concentrates on the security landscape in smart grid and proposes works to create a more accountable environment in the smart grid home area network (HAN). The principal thought behind the research is security and accountability in the smart grid and the smart grid HAN. Creating a more accountable HAN environment is essential in addressing these matters. More specifically, accountability as it pertains to the HAN, can be described as an assurance that each device within the HAN is held responsible for its own behavior and that those behaviors which belong to it are all provable and non-repudiation is upheld at a more intricate level than current offerings provide. Therefore, the dissertation addresses accountability in the HAN by methods implementing fine grained observation and monitoring of the devices therein.

The first work of the dissertation addresses security in the smart grid. Recent work in smart grid has failed to give detailed holistic accounts of techniques which exploit several issues and vulnerabilities within the infrastructure and software which makes up the smart grid. Therefore, a holistic view which covers malicious actions and their impact on the grid and its components is provided. Countermeasures for these exploits are also discussed. Next, we propose an accountable method which provides for grouping and inspection of the devices in the HAN in order to efficiently pinpoint malicious and malfunctioning devices therein. The experimental results show that the method is effective in its efficiency and scheme. Lastly, we develop a method which addresses accountability of devices in the HAN which use varying amounts of energy during its operational phases. Method analysis and simulation results show that the method is effective, and
that the method maintains a false alarm and error rate that is acceptable based on today’s standards without prolonged training times.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1. Research Issues

1.1.1. Smart Grid Security Issues

Current literature which addresses security in the smart grid landscape tends to exclusively
discuss issues without directing intention toward providing a holistic review of attacks and their
countermeasures. While detailing issues in security is important, detailed descriptions of attacks
are integral for advancement of knowledge and identification of future attacks and growing trends.
Also, understanding current attacks and their countermeasures allows for deeper understanding of
security and the smart grid’s domain specific requirements as its mission critical components
require.

1.1.2. Smart Grid HAN Accountability Issues

Accountability has previously been viewed as a complimentary category to the major
components of security (confidentiality, integrity, and accountability), and has a lengthy history
of being viewed as a secondary security property. Recently, accountability has assumed a more
prominent role in the smart grid security hierarchy, although, while the awareness of this principal
has been increasing in current literature, the definition of accountability itself differs from
environment to environment. Currently, accountability in the distribution domain of the smart grid
has been limited to the aggregated energy usage per home or business and the actions therein. This
definition is due to the primary goal of the smart grid which is to distribute and attribute energy
usage and pricing to each of its customers. Therefore, making each of the customers accountable for their usage is of the utmost importance. The inefficiencies of this level of accountability tends to create inaccuracies that fluctuate and are unpredictable, especially when load monitoring techniques are implemented for estimation.

In this domain, where governmental overreach is extremely limited due to privacy laws and concerns, and requirements are different from any other types of networks that have been utilized in the past, organized legislation is severely lagging behind implementation. In some cases standards and requirements are non-existent. Therefore, several immediate challenges arise. First, accountability must be defined for the domain in which we are concerned with. In addition to this, the definition of an event and a device or entity must be defined for the entities which reside on the network of concern. Finally, once the concepts and mechanisms are put into place which extend the capabilities of the network, performance is a major consideration. Especially in the case of smart grid where real-time measurements and communication are required. Many mechanisms which provide for the security of a network create such overhead that they are not ideal for an environment such as this, therefore they are rejected.

Achieving a secure environment in itself is a very difficult task. In the case of smart grid, which is comprised of many distributed systems and has a cyber as well an advanced physical presence in a fairly uncharted research and scientific domain is exceedingly difficult. Therefore, it is important to establish methods which will create and maintain a higher level of accountability in the networks in which a large portion of the smart grid data originates.

1.2. Organization

The rest of the dissertation is organized as follows. Chapter 2 gives some background and basis for the research and methods to be detailed in later sections. This includes security in the smart
grid, and accountability issues in the HAN. Chapter 3 surveys the smart grid security landscape providing details of modern grid vulnerabilities and their exploits. Countermeasures are also specified. Chapter 4 addresses malicious device inspection in the smart grid HAN. Chapter 5 details accountability of devices with varying energy consumption properties in HAN, and proposes a method to address this. Finally, the dissertation is concluded in Chapter 6.

1.3. Publication

|---|---|---|
The smart grid can be described as a physical and cyber upgrade to the current power grid which will allow the smart grid to diagnose and heal itself, dynamically integrate renewable energy from various sources, and provide the customer more control over electricity demand and cost [1]. The National Institute of Technology and Standards (NIST) defines six key areas which a smart grid is composed of [2]:

- Bulk Generation Domain
- Transmission Domain
- Distribution Domain
- Operations Domain
- Service Provider Domain
- Customer Domain

These areas are expressed as domains, with each housing several major components which are conducive to the operation of the grid. Each of these domains likely will have a unique distributed computing environment, sub-domains, and equipment to suit its mission-specific needs.
Figure 2.1 provides an overview of a conceptual smart grid with a view of networks and the physical components therein. It is also important to note that the domains of the grid are interconnected with adjacent domains which provide coordinated functionality. This property creates opportunity for advancement in resources and technology optimization, while also creating new areas of concern that cannot necessarily be circumvented as this type of wide-scaled advancement has not been undertaken in the past.

2.1. Power Grid Physical Infrastructure

In order for the basic operations of a smart grid to be completed in a power grid, specific equipment must be strategically placed in or nearby the regions being serviced. The physical infrastructure of the smart grid can be described as the hardware that will support the functionality of the energy generation, transmission, and distribution mechanisms. The physical entities present on the smart grid are a combination of advanced hardware designed for frequent monitoring of the grid systems and interconnected devices including their load and resources in real-time. In addition
to management and measurement devices, the grid must maintain hardware to carry out its known functions of generating energy and transporting it.

Bulk generation is the first of the responsibilities of the grid. In this domain, power generation plants play a major role as they generate the energy and are overseen by control systems. The interconnection here with the transmission networks is necessary to move energy from its initial location to remote distributors across the entire service area. Centralized generation stations typically rely on coal, nuclear, natural gas, or hydroelectric methods to achieve energy levels required for mass transmission [3]. Also, solar and wind energy may be used for specific purposes. Large turbines are used and propelled by combustion to produce energy, along with fuel burning engines, photovoltaic panels, and various other generation technologies. Other integral portions of the generation stage include the cooling systems and furnaces/boilers. Energy produced in this sector is moved along transmission lines across transmission domains.

The U.S. power grid is made up of roughly 200,000 miles of transmission lines [4]. These lines act as a vehicle for providing distribution networks with power. Table 2.1 includes some of the major hardware located in the transmission domain works together to achieve its goal. This will help us understand this mechanisms’ operation. This division allows for increased efficiency and more reliability in individual grids. Microgrids may be included here, which include localized efforts which encompass the generation, transmission, and distribution domains on a smaller scale. Energy travels over the transmission lines as alternating current (AC) with transformers adjusting the current, stepping it up or down as the current moves into separate portions of the transmission network as necessary.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Transmission Hardware</strong></th>
<th><strong>Description</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Transmission Lines/Towers</td>
<td>Serves as transmission level energy vehicle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Substations</td>
<td>Transforms, Regulates Voltage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control Hardware (Switches, Breakers, Loads)</td>
<td>Controls Flow of Electricity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transformers</td>
<td>“Transforms” energy between voltages</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capacitors</td>
<td>Energy storage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supervisory Data and Command Acquisition (SCADA)</td>
<td>Monitors and controls industrial process</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phasor Measurement Unit (PMU)</td>
<td>Measure electrical waves</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data Collector</td>
<td>Collects data</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A typical power grid is composed of power stations on both the generation stage and between the transmission and distribution stages, power lines which serve as a vehicle for the either distribution or transmission class power, and transformers to step the voltage up or down as necessary. The smart grid will upgrade this infrastructure to support two way communication and flow of energy. Also, equipment is upgraded for advanced sensing and measurement. These items include PMU, SCADA, and Advanced Metering Infrastructure (AMI) [6]. This equipment has the task of providing the key functionality which is established by Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) in its policy statement including: efficiency and demand response (DR), situational awareness spanning wide areas, storage of energy, PHEV (Plug-in Hybrid Electric Vehicles), communication networks, AMI, and distribution grid management [2].

The distribution network is composed of distribution class power lines which are used to supply consumers with energy of a lower voltage in comparison to the amount observed in the transmission lines. This energy is delivered once it is stepped down by distribution transformers which reduces the voltage to a level which can be utilized in homes and businesses. AMI resides within this domain. The AMI affords the grid and energy consumer DR, load management, real-time pricing, and distribution automation through the network topology visualized in Figure 2.2.
Figure 2.2: Simple AMI Communication Architecture [7]

The endpoints of the AMI normally reside in the customer domain and provide many advanced capabilities due to their proximity and functionality within the customer’s network. Intelligent Electronic Devices (IEDs) located in the residential or commercial areas which are connected to the AMI, allow the customers to modulate energy load based on the necessary DR signals or their economic ability or pre-established requirements or preferences. AMI portals are widespread and utilized on a per-vendor basis and allow customers access to their energy usage and pricing information. These interfaces also introduce vulnerability to the smart grid infrastructure.

Other entities important to the grid that span across domains include transportation infrastructure such as roads and bridges. While a great amount of automation is possible in the smart grid, it is still important in some situations to deliver physical service to outlying hardware in the field. Methods to effectively travel to these points in sufficient time to repair equipment are important to grid operation. Buildings and intermediary housing units also play a role in the grid.
2.2. Power Grid Cyber Infrastructure

The cyber layer of the grid is integral as it is where gathering and analysis of real-time data occurs. Consumers, power system operators, ISOs, and producers all utilize this layer of the grid to accomplish various tasks. This data normally contains sensitive information whose availability, integrity, and confidentiality must be retained in order for the proper operation of the grid and its resources. The major parts of the cyber layer of the grid extend from the transmission level down to the distribution level. Figure 2.3 demonstrates this:

![Simple Smart Grid Communication Architecture](image)

**Figure 2.3: Simple Smart Grid Communication Architecture**

This layer is composed of several interconnected networks and must communicate across boundaries. As [8] states, many of the connected networks are of a hybrid nature. This means that networks may be composed of differing methods of connectivity such as Wi-Fi communications and satellite. Also, in these integrated networks, there will exist an endless variety of differing requirements, legacy systems, and newer technologies which direct the future trends in the smart
grid systems. This has led to difficulty in establishing a universally adopted set of standards [9, 10-11].

Integration of internet protocol (IP) into grid networks is a major property of the smart grid. IP has become the protocol of choice based on its mature performance, security potential, and reliability [12]. IP will likely be the medium which smart grid devices use to communicate with each other [6]. Successful legacy system activity on the smart grid networks can be accomplished with the implementation of IP [13]. In other words, this protocol allows for encapsulation and many methods which can be used to allow two systems to communicate which normally utilize non-routable communications on a network or with a particular type of connection.

Currently there are many legacy devices still being utilized in grid networks which must communicate and may create vulnerabilities and other difficulties such as bottlenecks. As cost is always a factor, it is very likely that these technologies will continue to exist through the near future.

### 2.2.1. Monitoring and Visualization

As per the definition of a smart grid, the entity must have monitoring and sensing capabilities spread throughout. These modules acts as the “eyes and ears” of the grid which provide frequent diagnostic data from specific devices which can yield grid state information. Enhanced capabilities in sensing and monitoring allow for detection of anomalies in the grid, which then can be resolved by automation controls in the monitoring device software. Problems that require a more intensive solution are generally resolved by sending crews to physically manage affected devices or strategically re-route power and services.

Sensor technology is also important in the estimation of customer load [14, 15]. AMI technology on the utility side can be used to predict the times during the day that electricity prices will be at
their peak. This gives customers the decision to modify their energy usage during those peak times. Less demand equates to lower peak prices and less energy waste for the whole energy sector.

Functionality provided by SCADA and Remote Telemetry Units (RTUs) allow for controlling and management of the transmission layer devices [16]. Many different types of sensors are currently in use on the smart grid architecture. A list of some of the technologies is located below: regulators, smart voltage sensors, smart capacitors, dissolved gas sensors (transformers), temperature sensors, line condition sensors, and weather sensors [17].

Once measurements are sent to the appropriate entities and verified, the results can be viewed on an Energy Management System (EMS) which may provide an interface to the control capabilities in order to make appropriate modifications to grid operations. Devices such as the PMU sense and relay measurements to control centers where they are aggregated and compared to policy guidelines to determine whether or not action is necessary to ensure proper operation of the grid. This is one portion of the demand-response regulation procedure which keeps utilities from wasting money by having excess power wasted, or brown/black-outs from occurring due to too little power flow. One method of sensing in the smart grid is to establish policy for state in the grid, and the specific bounds which encompass a “good” state, where measurements outside of these ranges signify a fault or intrusion on the grid. These system stability or state recognition readings may be the magnitude or phase angle recorded from a remote PMU which is relayed to a control center or substation for analysis and monitoring.

2.2.2. Analytical Capability

The cyber layer in the transmission and distribution domain is responsible for monitoring and analyzing state variables and preventing or correcting faults or predicted conditions in the grid. Stability analysis is the key in the grid as automation is one of the attributes in the architecture. As
long as actions are defined in the policy which is specified in the grid, there should be no difficulty creating automatic response functions due to state sensing and measurements. The North American Electric Reliability Corporation (NERC) maintains a public list of reliability standards which helps to regulate and standardize cyber requirements in the US electric grid [18].

2.3. Security in the Smart Grid

The modernized grid can be visualized as having two separate layers which will make up a complex cyber-physical system. This manner of description combines the current power grid which is composed of generation, transmission, and distribution [19], and a cyber-communication layer for each of the power grid’s domains which maintains integrated connections and measures for useful interoperability. These physical and cyber interfaces to allow for proper communication between devices connected to the grid which depend on mass aggregation of customer and equipment operational data.

Changes to the grid infrastructure not only add intelligence and new communication technology, but also utilize the new interfaces to select power systems and devices from open networks which may be facing the internet [1,20]. While the new technology will drastically increase efficiency and reliability, it also substantially increases the potential for vulnerabilities in a smart grid. Designers of many legacy devices with networking capabilities contained here have been neglecting the need for cyber security, and failed to consider these devices being widely connected. Some of the devices employ embedded web services and mobile interfaces which are becoming increasingly popular among vendors to service customers in providing them with energy information, which makes target environments more vulnerable.

More efficient management of active grid devices can result in sizeable financial savings for the customer, and utilities. Also, this management of energy will allow for more efficient energy
generation and distribution. The widely connected grid is integral to modern society, and generation and consumption must remain mostly balanced as it is produced and consumed. Potential cascading failures and power outages are possibilities if this condition is not met. The integration of previously separate portions of the grid incidentally interconnects legacy devices and software in the grid and implements current technology and smart devices alongside these devices. Some of the more modern equipment employs legacy software such as Windows operating system components as well as vendor created solutions which allow for advanced operations necessary for smart grid operation, but also create vulnerabilities unique to those systems or, in other cases, widely known to the public and which may be exploited in some of the grid environment [26].

With the level of scalability and interoperability that a smart grid maintains, it is important to understand the physical and cyber ramifications that are a possibility with lacking standards and security implementations. Without these, as [27] points out, attacks and other misfortunes on the grid will likely lead to cascading failures and power outages. To convey a context for understanding this necessity, this study gives a review of past attacks and vulnerabilities of the smart grid and also inspects and highlights some areas for additional research which may reveal other weaknesses.

2.4. Accountability in the Smart Grid

Security has most recently been one of the key areas of research in the smart grid landscape. This a very common occurrence in the introduction of new technology. While security is generally a main research topic, accountability serves as a complement to the core principals of information security and the component that allows authorized individuals more robust tracking and auditing history as well as establishing trust and confidence between devices. Currently, accountability in
the distribution end of the smart grid infrastructure only extends to a single residence which aggregates the appropriate data and energy usage amount of all of the devices located therein. This widely utilized method of estimation is minimally sufficient for the currently required duties of billing the customer based on total use of all appliances and devices to be fulfilled. It is also important to note that functions requiring high computational resource loads are discouraged in the smart grid as the devices utilized throughout are normally resource constrained, or given computational and networking resources that are not plentiful enough to handle heavy encryption and simultaneously satisfy the real-time demands of the grid. This also applies to any subset of software functionality included in the grid including accountability measures.

There are several requirements which can contribute to an effective accountable environment or mechanism. These include [28]: decentralization of accountability mechanisms, scalability, minimal impact, data collection, identity management. Inclusion of these elements in any network where accountability is required can be very profitable and will help to cover the accountability requirements. Along with these measures, sufficient and appropriate data must be extracted and archived for review and evaluation. It is imperative to discern the most effective location and type of data to archive and evaluate in each environment. Some devices may require a specific set of data to be analyzed, while others may require a set of data which includes a few of the parameters explicitly required by one, and a few not needed to satisfy the requirements of another. Although in most environments these parameters will be uniform.

Inter-domain identification is also necessary. Normally, devices in the same domain will maintain uniform identification mechanisms which will allow them to distinctly refer to and differentiate between devices on the network. For smart grid applications, the main objective of accountability currently is to maintain record of and assure that a device has acted as it says and/or
is expected to. In terms of the smart grid, a network should not only truthfully report/observe its device’s network actions, but also its power usage, and other parameters required at a pre-specified time interval and/or when requested.

Maintaining the previously listed requirements for achieving accountability in a smart grid environment is a huge upgrade to still widely implemented automated meter reading (AMR) infrastructure in which the sum of the power over a certain period is collected from aggregate data of all devices at the customer’s residence. Even in the case of AMI, there is still much room for error and we simply cannot expect for the record that the utility manages and what is recorded at the customer’s end to be identical. Malicious action, malfunction, miscalculation in estimation, or calibration may be the cause of such differences.

2.5. Energy Consumption in the HAN

Energy sustains life for many people, therefore, domestic usage is behind a large portion of most grids energy consumption. Many devices and methods are being put into place which will give consumers the option of employing more energy efficient options in their homes. Gaining energy efficiency is synonymous with reduction of energy used for a given service or level of activity due to some technological change of an existing infrastructure [29,30]. This is of particular interest, as the majority of consumers prefer to purchase the lower end devices which though cheaper, also tend to provide less in the area of energy efficient components in software and hardware [31].

Many factors are combined to determine household consumption rates. These are highly affected by consumer personal preference and many external conditions such as weather and temperature. Energy consumption here is transient and varies dramatically at specific times. These factors play a large part in the determination of the peak times which are defined by the utility based largely on the overall usage of its customer base and the availability of the generated energy. Peak rates
are normally achieved during specific times of day when many consumers use considerable amounts of energy. While the bulk of energy used in the home is consumed by large appliances, they are normally outnumbered by smaller devices that use considerably less energy. As the number of smaller devices grow, it can be expected for the amount of energy used by the smaller devices to become more comparable to the larger devices. With this type of infrastructure widespread, use of many small devices simultaneously will trigger peak times and rates as easily as a moderate number of higher consumption devices.

2.6. Home Automation

Scheduling in the HAN is a product of home automation. With local generation included, the energy management mechanism in the home can utilize its distributed energy resources (DER) and maximize the net benefits for the end user. An effective scheduling system efficiently distributes various HAN tasks to the capable components in order to implement ubiquitous homes services that efficiently control the devices therein. The scheduling scheme must accommodate several requirements in order to meet smart grid standards, these include [32]: sensing and measurement, context awareness, and service management.

There must be some set of components in the HAN with the responsibility of sensing in the environment. This creates data which is forwarded to a component which is tasked with decision-making. These variables which are sensed and tested in the environment have a known context which the devices in the HAN are aware of. Context in the sense of the smart grid HAN helps devices understand implicit information which can be associated with their responsibilities such as services offered to the consumer in the home where the following offerings should be available and implemented [31]: Information – Graphically represented energy usage data, Automation – priority setting and scheduling, Advanced Control – Information and control locally of from third
parties, Integration – Use of all previous offerings and forecasting information.

Implementation of the previous offerings allows for a much “smarter” home environment. In these smart homes, many new components are being added in order to complete its objective of minimizing the daily energy costs and reducing the energy consumption at peak times. This is accomplished by scheduling tasks that use energy around specific times of day that most energy customers will be using energy. These times can be can be described as energy prices being at their “peak” due to high utilization and the power companies necessity to add extra generation capabilities to accommodate the extra power demand.

Energy efficiency measures can be more effective when decentralized generation is introduced into the home area. This creates a micro-grid environment which generally has limited resources with some interface to the major servicing power grid. It is still expected that there will be a connection to the conventional power grid maintained in the instance that the local generation capacity is more or less than the residence needs, giving the customer the capability to purchase or sell the excess generated power back to the utility or others in the NAN.

2.7. Attacks and Countermeasures

Security pertaining to smart grid and the components within has been on the forefront of smart grid literature and discussion over recent years. [19] utilizes a custom cyber-security testbed architecture in order to detail attack and mitigation scenarios within that simulated microgrid environment. These scenarios utilize common hacking tools to exploit vulnerabilities while mitigation is attributed to anomaly-based Intrusion Detection Systems (IDS) and firewalls. [33] summarizes some of the requirements and vulnerabilities of the current grid. Many of the protocols and common practices are included here. Vulnerabilities and challenges are detailed well. [9] gives an overview of the relevant cyber security and privacy issues along with some recommendations
proposed by NIST and other recent works. [3] presents a review of the work related to guaranteeing availability in smart grid communications. A common communication topology is detailed in which privacy compromising attributes are discussed. Authors in [34] supply the reader with some attack categories. Some security fundamentals in the areas of access control, authentication, and privacy along with intrusion detection are also discussed. Recent work in this area has, understandably, failed to give detailed descriptions of techniques which exploit these issues and vulnerabilities in the smart grid and its technologies due to the security risks involved. Although, some argue that unveiling vulnerabilities furthers security in industry by forcing security technicians to address these matters.

In order to understand security differences in cyber-physical systems as opposed to traditional Information Technology (IT) systems, we must assess not only at attacks that originate in a given cyber domain, but also those originating in, or propagating through several domains, both cyber and physical [20]. Once those interactions are understood, both cyber and physical means must be used to mitigate the impact of cross domain interactions.

One of the benefits and most integral attributes of the grid is its two-way communication which allows utilities and customers to relay data between each other on a real-time basis, it is imperative for these data transactions to be secured. This level of communication also creates vulnerabilities in grid communication with a broadened surface for cyber-attack and data tampering. Initially the protocols used in communications and the devices which interfacing the grid were proprietary and detached from outside networks. This basically suggests that grid networks employed “security by obscurity” instead of “defense-in-depth”. Normally the design of these networks and mechanisms implemented in them were not initially assembled or created with security in mind. As time has progressed, vendors have incorporated security into the device designs, and the protocols in use
on smart grid networks have adapted to the malicious threats and individuals threatening critical infrastructure.

There are some obvious and interesting differences in the priority of security objectives in the smart grid and contemporary IT networks. The security requirements rely heavily on the domain under consideration in the grid. We first look at the CIA Triad and understand that the order of objectives here are different from those in the traditional IT network. This is partially due to the personally identifiable information that is aggregated and communicated back and forth from consumer to utility over public internet channels, and the publically available resources in the field. In addition to these circumstances, functions in the smart grid are normally dependent on strictly timed mechanisms, as its operation is of a real-time nature. When combining this with the fact that many of the devices therein are resource constrained, the smart grid infrastructure is very different from what is found in traditional IT networks. Utility companies collect and store information belonging to the customer including name, address, consumption data, and social security number. Each of the attributes should be kept confidential and away from hackers attempting to affect them or the grid maliciously. While IT security techniques are valid and will be implemented in the smart grid in an effort that likely will satisfy security many requirements, the tradeoff between security cost and performance must be understood to validate specific implementations.

2.8. Confidentiality

Confidentiality in smart grid deals with restricting unauthorized explicit and implicit information dissemination. Exploits may result from unauthorized access to a system or the network that it interfaces, or an insider acquiring data with either malicious or even unauthorized benign intent. Data moving across smart grid networks contains power usage information and other private and sensitive data that can be detrimental to a consumer. Malicious attackers can infer
specific details from energy usage patterns and fashion an attack according to the details acquired from eavesdropping on the smart grid information network. This sensitive information may be sought after by many individuals. For instance, law enforcement could utilize this information to support investigations, not unlike the way cell phone and Global Positioning System (GPS) data is currently used [35].

2.9. Integrity

Integrity in the smart grid refers to modification of devices or data on the grid infrastructure. Normally attacks on integrity in the grid are difficult to accomplish, and require more sophisticated methods to implement. All attacks from network data injection, message replay or masquerading violate integrity on a network. A less exploited vulnerability would be modifying the function of hardware or software on devices before it is shipped from the producer, or modifying images that will be on machines in an operational environment. Malware can be pre-loaded and designed to propagate to other devices on a network. Also, hardware can intentionally be made to falsely read data, and/or malfunction under certain circumstances.

On the consumer’s end, where the hardware is much more easily available, a wider range of vulnerabilities exist that can attack integrity. From data injection on a large scale, to AMI cyber-physical tampering, it is important to secure devices and networks on several levels in the cyber and physical layer to ensure integrity on. Normally, due to the operation of the grid, attacks affecting integrity are hard to detect, and in the case of compromising meters and their load information in a coordinated fashion, these are the most prevalent [36-38]. These types of attacks involve stealthy modification of reports intended to inform utilities of resources usages. Changes can be made to deceive the utility into believing that the resident generated an untruthful amount of energy in order to reduce costs of their energy consumption. Whether theft or fraud, these acts
can have devastating effect on the load estimation mechanism in the grid causing too much or too little energy to be produced and eventually failure of select nodes or blackouts/brownouts.

2.10. Availability

Availability can be ensured if smart grid services are protected and accessible to all entities authorized to request them. In the smart grid environment, availability itself is the most important of the immediate security objectives that should be completed in the grid. The critical nature of the grid and its services, along with the necessity of its real-time operation help explain the significance of the requirement of the grids constant availability. Research in availability can be categorized as follows [39]:

- Defense against attacks
- Guarantee of real-time systems
- Communication availability extension

An important part of ensuring availability is understanding the threats posed to an environment. This way, it becomes an easier task to ensure the security of the systems that it is composed of. Once security is ensured, the reliability of the grid is placed solely on the internal function of the hardware and software. The current grid provides a 99% uptime [39]. The near negligible amount of down time is caused by storms, electromechanical arching, and other perturbances that are normally unavoidable. Most of these are physical concerns, but the smart grid upgrade creates vulnerabilities on the cyber side. Malicious control from the cyber side can easily disable systems in the grid and cause widespread downtime and blackouts.

2.11. Varying Consumption Devices

Achieving accountability in the smart grid HAN has rarely been studied in the past. Related areas such as disaggregation and load monitoring [41-43] are useful, but normally estimate device usage based on the aggregate amount from the residence as a whole and the normal consumption
of a device. This type of estimation is more useful when identifying customer behavior patterns and related device malfunctions. Some limited databased appliances identification based on load signature variables has been done with the two load monitoring approaches: non-intrusive load monitoring (NILM), and intrusive load monitoring (ILM). ILM is categorized by its distributed sensing approach where one or more sensors are responsible for sensing each device, and NILM monitors the entire home’s power consumption from a single point which is often the smart meter. There is normally a tradeoff in cost, complexity, and precision in choosing between the two of these types of techniques. [44] explores the cost and detail of stand-by power for devices including devices which maintain several states and use varying consumption. Discovering devices and state measurements take principal importance in such studies. [45] categorizes devices based on the type of energy state variations that it may undergo or that are possible in order to identify devices in a network based on their consumption signatures.

2.12. Malicious Network Inspection

Currently for smart grid applications, the main objective of accountability is to maintain record of device power usage and assure that a device acts as it says and/or is expected to. In other words, a device should truthfully report its power usage and other parameters required at pre-specified time intervals and/or when requested. This support is not intrinsic as is evident by [46], which demonstrates that AMI data can be attacked and falsified through several different methods. Studies such as this are important as it displays methods in which the integrity of the data that originates in the HAN can modified maliciously. This makes it obvious that risk is reduced when the nodes in the network are evaluated and inspected from within a distributed mechanism. Even in the case of data reporting, there is still much room for error and we cannot always expect for the record that the utility manages and what is recorded at the customer’s end to be identical.
Malicious actions, malfunction, miscalculation in estimation, or calibration may be the cause of such differences. Making the HAN accountable on a more fine-grained level can help alleviate problems such as these and provide us with a means of locating a compromised device which can immediately be disabled or serviced instead of canceling service to the residence until the problem is determined.

The application of accountability has been established in a few works in the NAN in [22,47]. These works provide several linear and tree-based inspection algorithms to address the malicious meter inspection problem (MMI). The work in [23] provides an accountable protocol for use in the HAN, as well as a protocol for the neighborhood area network NAN. The HAN protocol bases its accountability on providing evidences which can discover questionable charges or lack thereof on the final utility bill based on some threshold and detailed logging comparison procedures. Some issues with [23] include the lack of a fine-grained view of accountability which utilizes the aggregate power usage as a comparison factor in its decision mechanism in defining faulty behavior. This may suffer from the same type of vulnerability that distributed false data injection attacks create as falsely reported events will not always be detected as long as the thresholds are not exceeded.
CHAPTER 3
SMART GRID ATTACKS AND COUNTERMEASURES

The development of smart grid brings about an opportunity for advancement in resource utilization and technology optimization, while also creating new areas of concern that have not been evaluated in the current conventional grid. These changes to the power grid infrastructure not only add intelligence and new communication technology, but also create interfaces to select power systems and devices from open networks over the internet [1, 20, 6]. As this new technology will drastically increase efficiency and reliability, it also substantially increases the potential for vulnerability in the grid [19, 20, 6, 9]. Designers of many legacy devices which are currently operating on the grid with networking capabilities have neglected the need for cyber security, and failed to consider that these devices will be widely connected [4,5]. Some of the devices employ embedded Web services and mobile interfaces which are becoming increasingly popular among vendors to service customers in providing energy and pricing information, and this makes target environments more vulnerable.

More efficient management of active grid devices can result in sizeable financial savings for the customers and utilities. Also, this management of energy will allow for more efficient energy generation and distribution. The widely connected grid is integral to modern society, and generation and consumption must remain mostly balanced as it is produced and consumed. Potential cascading failures and power outages are possibilities if this condition is not met. The integration of previously separate portions of the grid incidentally interconnects legacy devices
and software in the grid and implements current technology and smart devices alongside these devices. Some of the more modern equipment employs current software such as Windows operating systems components as well as vendor created solutions which allow for advanced operations necessary for smart grid operation, but also creates vulnerabilities unique to those systems or, in other cases, widely known to the public and which may be exploited in the grid environment [7,48].

With the level of scalability and interoperability that a smart grid maintains, it is important to understand the physical and cyber ramifications that are a possibility with lacking standards and security implementations. Without these, as [49] points out, attacks and other misfortunes on the grid may lead to cascading failures and power outages. To convey a context for understanding this necessity, this chapter will give a review of past attacks and vulnerabilities of the smart grid and also inspect and highlight some areas for additional research which may reveal other weaknesses.

Recent work in this area includes [19], which utilizes a custom cyber-security testbed architecture in order to detail attack and mitigation scenarios within that simulated microgrid environment. These scenarios utilize common hacking tools to exploit vulnerabilities while mitigation is attributed to anomaly-based Intrusion Detection Systems (IDS) and firewalls. The authors in [9] give an overview of the relevant cyber security and privacy issues along with some recommendations proposed by NIST and other recent works. The authors in [50] summarize some of the requirements and vulnerabilities of the current grid including many of the protocols and common practices as well as vulnerabilities and challenges are detailed well. [17] presents a review of the work related to guaranteeing availability in smart grid communications, and a common communication topology is detailed in which privacy compromising attributes are discussed. The authors in [34] provide some attack categories, and some security fundamentals in the areas of
access control, authentication, and privacy along with intrusion detection are also discussed. Recent work in smart grid security has failed to give detailed holistic accounts of techniques which exploit these issues and vulnerabilities in the smart grid and its technologies. Therefore this chapter will cover these malicious actions and their impact on the grid and its components. Countermeasures will also be discussed.

3.1. Security Concerns

The elements of the “CIA Triad” (confidentiality, integrity, availability) generally provide a good baseline for security in major operational systems. These same principals are integral in the context of smart grid security. These automated systems which are also in control of human and equipment safety, help drive the grid to its main objectives. In order to understand security differences in cyber-physical systems as opposed to traditional information technology (IT) systems, both cyber domain attacks, physical domain attacks, and crossing domain attacks should be assessed [51]. Methods from cyber domain, physical domain, and cross domain techniques should be used mitigate exploitation among domains.

One of the benefits of a smart grid is its two-way communication which allow utilities and customers to relay data between each other on a real-time basis. It is imperative for these data transactions to be secured at all costs. This type of communication also creates a broadened surface for cyber-attack and data tampering [52, 53]. Initially, the protocols and the devices used for communication over the smart grid networks were proprietary and detached from outside networks. This suggests and proves that grid networks employed “security by obscurity” instead of “defense-in-depth”. Normally the design of these networks and mechanisms implemented in them were not initially assembled or created with security in mind. As time progressed, vendors have incorporated security into the device designs, and the protocols in use on smart grid networks
have adapted to the malicious threats and individuals with access to critical infrastructure which belongs to the grid. A list of popular protocols which these types of devices communicate with is included in Table 3.1.

Table 3.1: Common Grid Communication Protocols [2,8, 54]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Communication Protocol</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Zigbee 2.0</td>
<td>For use in HAN for device communication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IEC 61107/62056</td>
<td>Smart meter communication protocol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANSI C12.</td>
<td>Smart meter and HAN device communication protocols</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HomePlug</td>
<td>Suite of specifications for communication over home electrical wiring</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M-Bus</td>
<td>Protocol for remote metering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modbus</td>
<td>Standard for communication in industrial devices</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OPC Protocols</td>
<td>Open standard specification for publish/subscribe procedure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DNP3</td>
<td>Substation device automation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IEC 60870</td>
<td>Outlines control messages</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IEC 61850</td>
<td>Outlines communications between transmission and distribution domains in automation and security</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In North America, Distributed Network Protocol 3 (DNP3) is frequently used in process automation for electric utilities. This protocol is built on top of IP and along with IEC 61850 and DNP3 are currently the most widely used protocols [35, 50]. Open Connectivity (OPC) standard is an abstraction layer between components of which implement different and incompatible protocols. Each of these protocols, regardless of popularity have been or will be used in operational settings and should be secured as so.

There are some obvious and interesting differences in the priority of security objectives in the smart grid and contemporary IT networks. The security requirements rely heavily on the domain under consideration in the grid. We first look at the CIA Triad and understand that the order of objectives here are different from those in the traditional IT network. This is partially due to the
sensitive information that is aggregated and communicated between the consumer to utility over public internet channels, and the publically available resources in the field. Utility companies collect and store information belonging to the customer including name, address, consumption data, and social security number. Each of the attributes should be kept confidential and away from hackers attempting to affect them or the grid maliciously. While IT security techniques are valid and will be implemented in the smart grid in an effort that likely will satisfy security requirements, we must understand the tradeoff between security cost and performance to validate specific implementations.

3.1.1. Confidentiality

Confidentiality in the smart grid deals with restricting unauthorized explicit and implicit information dissemination. Breaking confidentiality can be categorized as any unauthorized access to a system or network. Also, any insider acquiring data with either malicious or unauthorized benign intent.

Data moving across smart grid networks generally contains power usage data and other private and sensitive information that can be detrimental to a consumer [48, 52]. Malicious attackers can infer specific details from power usage patterns and fashion attacks according to the details acquired from eavesdropping on the information network. This sensitive information may be sought after by many entities for instance, law enforcement could utilize this information to support investigations, not unlike the way that cell phone and Global Positioning System (GPS) data is currently used [35].

[55] details and expands on work in [56, 57] which describes information flow in environments with multiple security domains. This complicates both the automation processes of devices in a smart grid network and security in these environments. IEC 62351 defines several mechanisms
which are to be used to protect the exchange of information in automation applications used in the smart grid. IEC 62351-3 and 62351-5 provide provisions for confidentiality using Transport Layer Security (TLS) for encryption between devices in the network [46, 58]. Also these protocols adopt a keyed hashing message authentication (HMAC) as specified in IEC 9798-4.

3.1.2. Integrity

Integrity in the smart grid can be discussed in terms of the modification of devices or data on the grid infrastructure. Normally attacks of this nature are more difficult to accomplish, and require more sophisticated methods to implement. All attacks from network data injection, message replay, or masquerading violate integrity on a network. A less exploited vulnerability would be modifying the functions of hardware or software on devices before it is shipped from the producer, or modifying images that will be on machines in an operational environment. Malware can be pre-loaded and designed to propagate to other devices on a network. Also, hardware can intentionally be made to falsely read data, and/or malfunction under certain circumstances.

On the consumer’s end, where the hardware is much more easily available, a wider range of vulnerabilities exist that can attack the integrity of the grid components. From data injection on a large scale, to AMI tampering, it is important to secure devices and networks on several levels in the cyber and physical layer to ensure integrity.

Normally, due to the operation of the grid, attacks affecting integrity on a wide scale are difficult to detect, and in the case of compromising meters and their load information in a coordinated fashion, these are the most discussed in literature [36,59,60]. These types of attacks involve stealthy modification of reports intended to inform utilities of resource usage. Changes can be made to deceive the utility into believing that the resident generated an untruthful amount of energy in order to reduce costs of their energy consumption. Whether theft or fraud, these acts can have
devastating effect on the load estimation mechanism in the grid causing too much or too little energy to be produced and eventually failure of select nodes or blackouts.

3.1.3. Availability

Availability is ensured when smart grid services are protected and accessible to all authorized entities requesting them. This attribute is centered on reliability and security of the features providing services. In the smart grid environment, availability itself is the most important of the immediate security objectives. The critical nature of the grid and its services, along with the necessity of its real-time operation help explain the significance of the requirement of the grids necessity of availability. [40] categorizes past research in availability as follows: defence against attacks, guarantee of real-time systems, and communication availability extension.

An important part of ensuring availability is understanding the typical threats that an environment faces. This way it becomes an easier task to ensure the security of the systems that it is composed of. Once security is ensured, the reliability of the grid is placed solely on the internal function of the grid hardware and software barring acts of God. The current grid has provided 99% uptime in recent history [42], and the near negligible amount of down time is caused by storms, electromechanical arching, and other perturbances that are generally unavoidable.

3.2. Hacker’s Motives

The heightened level of communications between customers and utilities creates more opportunity for eavesdropping. [42] details motivation for individuals whether malicious or not, to attempt to hack the grid: intellectual stimulation, recognition of peers, power acquisition, terrorism, revenge, penetration testing, curiosity, and monetary gain. The smart grid is not an exclusive attack target for terrorists, there are also individuals with non-malicious aspirations attempting to access and perform acts that may have negative affect on the grid. These efforts can
be carried out with a simple demonstration of power in mind, and end up causing millions of dollars in damage.

### 3.3. Known Vulnerabilities

While security controls continuously have been making exploitation of obvious and available vulnerabilities more difficult, the devices behind perimeter defences remained un-hardened up to acceptable specifications. Some of the challenges of upgrading the current grid are listed below [61]:

a) Difficulty creating security solutions in complex environment due to propriety nature based on performance and not security,

b) Networking technologies including ModBus, ProfiBus, ICCP, ModBus Plus, and DNP are designed for connectivity and efficiency but not security,

c) Automation systems are composed of legacy systems,

d) Fast addition of new protocols, applications, and requirements are more difficult to make and keep complex systems secure.

SCADA systems are an excellent example of confirmation of these challenges [16]. Older proprietary protocols and software were implemented on these devices rendering them vulnerable to common and easily executable modern attacks. Therefore, it was believed that these obscure devices did not have any threats of note in the past due to its unknown nature and unreachable state. Early versions of SCADA systems hosted vulnerabilities such as allowable default password implementations, missing software patches, and network protocol-based vulnerabilities [62]. These types of vulnerabilities are normally of a vendor-specific nature, and have specially crafted exploit techniques.
Accidental and inadvertent threats are always of concern in any operational environment. These types of events may cause more problems than actual some exploited vulnerabilities by a hacker do to the fallout of insufficient safety procedures, equipment failures, and natural disasters are all of concern.

It is important to consider that legacy systems currently play a large role in smart grid implementations. While observing this fact more often than before, we understand that the smart grid must be defined not only by the new hardware and software, but also by the integration of legacy devices and protocols. Much of the current framework is still comprised of legacy infrastructure and while adding new equipment is necessary, it is generally only upgraded when it is lucrative for the utility or consumers. Typically, these legacy devices maintain inadequate resources and configuration requirements which keep them from implementing sufficient security mechanisms. Several solutions are currently in use, including utilizing secure Virtual Private Networks (VPNs) for remote access, encapsulating the legacy devices, or creating and abstracted layer between the legacy device and the requesting service as an interface to reduce the complexity of actions necessary by the legacy device [62].

3.4. Attack Types

Any infrastructure is vulnerable to attack. Whether the vulnerability is great or small is determined by the exploit mitigation and security techniques implemented around and within it. In the smart grid, specific elements and security requirements are necessary for quality operation. The vulnerabilities which are found within can be described and categorized in many different ways. We can view the weaknesses of the smart grid on a device or entity basis or as a combination of those entities. A list of common entities that have specific vulnerabilities and important purposes on the grid is listed below in Table 3.2:
Table 3.2: Vulnerable Grid Entities [2, 61-64]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Operational Systems</th>
<th>IT Systems</th>
<th>Communication Protocols</th>
<th>Endpoints</th>
<th>Human Factors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Generators</td>
<td>PCs</td>
<td>Wifi (IP)</td>
<td>Electric Vehicles</td>
<td>Human Training</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transformers</td>
<td>Servers</td>
<td>Zigbee</td>
<td>Smart Meters</td>
<td>Social Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCADA</td>
<td>Apps</td>
<td>4G</td>
<td>Mobile Devices</td>
<td>Phishing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PMU</td>
<td>DBs</td>
<td>DNP3</td>
<td>IEDs</td>
<td>Data Transfer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLC</td>
<td>Web Services</td>
<td>IEC 60870</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smart Meters</td>
<td></td>
<td>IEC 61850</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Most of the effective attacks which effect the smart grid exploit a combination of several of the vulnerable entities attached to it. Whether the goal is malicious or for testing purposes, normally the exploitation of highly valuable resources employing security mechanisms requires complicated procedures to complete. This normally consists of a coordinated attack carried out in a distributed fashion and utilizing several different types technology and attack vectors.

3.5. Physical Attacks

The smart grids physical footprint is greatly extended to due to the interconnection of consumer home and business networks to traditional smart grid information networks which link to control centers and substations. These newly established connections require equipment to be installed on and near consumer property which will serve as part of the AMI process. This process includes communication of power usage information and other sensitive data between dedicated aggregation points or control centers and customers. Also, sensors and other costly advanced hardware will be placed in publicly accessible areas which are vulnerable to attack.

Physical security is fairly mature and well understood, and while the list of types of physical attacks is relatively short, the possibilities are greatly expanded due to availability. Destruction of equipment and disturbance of availability is the prime objective here and requires a fairly unskilled
individual to accomplish. Malicious physical attacks generally create a type of denial of service (DoS), and multiple DoS attacks create a distributed DoS (DDoS) attack. When implemented in this manner, the attack may cause incorrect data or false sensing and state readings, and ultimately force equipment to malfunction.

Transformers are normally located on substation property and also in the customer domain where they are easily recognizable and reachable. These are large and relatively stationary devices that are normally difficult to relocate and constructed outside of the United States. Also, many smart grid components have a high monetary value which makes them easy and valuable attack targets. Attacks on physical infrastructure in the public domain can have significant effect on the smart grid as a whole. Black-outs and surge related outcomes are frequently the result of damaged equipment, and can result from physical compromise of current managing or directing components of the grid.

3.6. Cyber Attacks

Specifications for cyber security in the smart grid generally are not that legacy techniques are not sufficient in this environment [33]. Compared with IT network, smart grid networks and their devices have more complex objectives and assumptions on what needs to be protected [65]. Taking this into account, it is important to use current cyber security techniques only where they are sufficient, while discovering and implementing new methods elsewhere.

3.6.1. Attacks on Access Control

Access control has been thoroughly researched in environments composed of many systems and networks [66-68]. In any network, access control manages all user’s access to information. Access should be controlled for much more than just stored data, devices and networking environments should be included. The stored data may include calculating costs, predictions of
future load, and special case monitoring. Each of these datasets must be sent to specific users while restricting access from un-authenticated users. In a smart grid setting, there are several types of users which require access to grid data. These roles include operators, engineers, technicians, and managers [69]. The policy implemented in the systems must manage multiple domain and network architectures. The interconnection of domains and grids presents difficulties in current access control policies. The policies in question should exemplify good management attributes as explained in [51], including well protected credentials and policies. Neglect in the form of hard-coded credentials is a vulnerability which has been abused often in the past.

Some of the mainstream methods used to protect this information fall under the category of attribute-based encryption (ABE) [70] or role-based access control (RBAC). These schemes can have their user revocation abilities bypassed if one gains the ability to masquerade or tamper with a legitimate user’s attributes or communication stream. These schemes have been found insufficient as they generally do not satisfy the requirements of secure authentication across multiple domains and the real-time necessity for communication in a smart grid [71]. Several vulnerabilities have been discovered in typical IT networks which allow for exploiting access control in some capacity, including broken authentication, broken access controls, and information leakage [69,72]. These types of lapses are normally errors in policy implemented in a network. These schemes normally implement key distribution centers (KDC) in their architectures [73]. In the instance that the scheme utilizes a single KDC, this also presents a single point of failure. An attacker has the opportunity to carry out a DoS attack and stop legitimate users from accessing important data stored and accessed on the grid.

[72] introduces HMAC combined with challenge-response method which follows the RBAC scheme. This is another situation which is susceptible to multiple vulnerabilities in the grid. An
information and credential stealing session can provide a hacker with the data to masquerade and gain access to secret of sensitive data. In many instances, proper encryption is not in place in networks vulnerable to man-in-the-middle attacks. Several vulnerabilities have been discovered in equipment from specific vendors which allow for access to backdoors in SCADA systems. These backdoors have included valid credentials being hardcoded into an operational system’s software which allows for trivial means of access by a hacker [74, 75].

3.6.2. Attacks on Cryptography

According to [76, 77], the cryptography flavor of choice for the smart grid is that of a public key infrastructure (PKI). This means that each of these networks have well-known vulnerabilities. This method creates a vulnerability in which a single point of failure exists between a key distribution agent or certificate authority (CA) when utilizing a certificate-based system. A successful DoS attack would render all or most encrypted communication invalid or foreign as the receiver would not have the ability to verify the sender’s identity. In addition to a single point of failure, vulnerability exists in a hacker’s ability to acquire the root key in a PKI which would allow for unfettered malicious communication [78] as modern masquerading techniques are advanced and sufficient [79, 80]. The network administrator is responsible for creating policy which will require a new root key in a sufficient time cycle and have adequate detection systems to mitigate or alert monitoring installations of intrusions or key stealing.

Lack of compatibility with newer standards in legacy equipment is also an issue. Smart grid networks such as SCADA networks interface with many devices new and old. When an un-hardened legacy device is reachable via outside network, it presents liability not only to itself, but to the entire network behind it. In a smart grid system, where the real time nature is critical, all traffic with sensitive data should be encrypted. This creates opportunity for traffic to be analyzed
in order to infer or confirm attributes of a system. With the use of high level encryption techniques, it becomes infeasible to retrieve the actual sensitive data from the raw data packets, but it is possible to intercept timing and frequency information of the messages in order to deduce information from the network which the malicious individual would like to attack. Then the analyzed metadata contained in the message information belonging to the sender can be used to exploit specific inferred vulnerabilities [64].

3.6.3. **Attacks on Firmware/Software Policy**

A method used with many devices hosting modern software is automatic online updating. This process is utilized to upgrade device firmware or software to the latest version. While this functionality is crucial in AMI and devices in other sub-networks, its implementation may ultimately be the source of malicious acts. Some devices in the smart grid may have a prescheduled window of opportunity for upgrade which the device is hard-coded to adhere to [81]. This can allow a hacker the opportunity to load a malicious version of firmware or software onto the devices and allow for more exploits from the inside.

Field devices with remote firmware/software capabilities may also allow for unrestricted operations during update [82]. In the instance of insufficient authentication measures in the update process, an attacker uploading malicious software to a device may be able to modify functionality of the device or upload malicious software at a later date. In addition to malicious software/firmware uploading, meter cloning and meter migration are also threats [62]. Meter software can be stolen and uploaded into other hardware which would replace an actual meter and be manipulated however the hacker pleases. Malicious data or processes may also be injected into the software before it is installed on the meters in the manufacturing phase. Also, meters may be swapped with neighbouring units which previously have recorded lower energy usage than the
meter designated for the property designated to use the meter being replaced. This will cause an incorrect reading and pass this false data to other smart grid mechanisms.

3.6.4. Attacks on Network Design

Network architectures that implemented in smart grid have generally been modelled after the mesh topology [20, 83, 84]. This type of networking system works in tandem with the existing physical power grid to create a cyber-physical infrastructure. The end-users, such as residential and businesses consumers will have their power usage and pricing data communicated to local area utilities which collect and process data from smart meters and PMUs, pass that data on to aggregation points, and finally deliver the data to a substation or back-end network. The design of the network must support the key smart grid services explained earlier whose benefits are targeted for both utilities and customers.

DoS attacks are of great concern here. In the case of natural disaster or malicious physical attack in area which there is lacking redundancy and fault detection. These DoS attacks can be of a distributed nature in which Internet Protocol (IP) addresses are spoofed, flood the victim network, or be a single attacker that attacks a specific service or grid component. This may result in blackouts or rolling brownouts and network overloads [85]. The mesh network topology allows for redundancy and reduces repair costs as the grid is to be resilient in failure and the recovery for most situations should be automated. The designs must support distributed generation and bi-directional energy flow which are both integral attributes of the smart grid.

3.6.5. Software Input Validation

Vulnerabilities in software input validation are identified as those dealing with the underlying software-related architectural concepts of the systems interconnected on the smart grid network. These types of vulnerabilities are not always caused by implementation design flaws, but many
times by a protocol or standard which does not recognize security as a principal design concern. These vulnerabilities created through lack of security consideration in the past have also been a product of web application operation with automated functionality providing remote or internal access into the smart grid network. These types of attacks include buffer overflows and java/web interface exploits [13]. A buffer overflow occurs when a program writing to a buffer in memory and writes more data than the size of the buffer and completes its writing in adjacent memory. In an environment in which this is allowed policy does not require for all input to be checked, such as customer data, grid component data, etc. An attacker can create false data and send this data to the substations as if it were a valid and authenticated entity. With a specially crafted message that takes advantage of a lack of standardization for instance, is larger than the typical message size and writes pass the buffer end on the receiving machine. At this point the attacker can execute arbitrary commands.

In a smart grid system input will require resources constantly. This input must be handled properly to avoid catastrophic consequences. Invalid operations or arbitrary execution of malicious code can be devastating. Even improper handling of valid and safe input or code can cause unexpected results. Many of these vulnerabilities including most Structured Query Language (SQL) injection and a significant number of cross-site scripting vulnerabilities can be prevented with sufficient input validation [86]. The objective of most of these attacks is to create malformed or specially crafted messages to a specific node or server which contains the targeted vulnerability. From this point, the attacker can make use of a buffer overflow or an unprotected operation which can help in escalating privileges of their own malicious processes. Assumptions that the data received will be of a correct message format, while instead, received malicious messages are
malformed or exploit a known vulnerability which may trigger exceptions and arbitrary code execution.

An SQL injection is a type of attack that is fairly easy to avoid in most environments, but it is a vulnerability that is exceedingly more common in utilities which choose to utilize web-based interfaces. They are still prevalent in today’s computing society due to the many avenues of usefulness of the attack which system administrators leave unsecured, and the type of data stored on targeted servers. These attacks normally exploit web applications or service interfaces by inputting specially crafted SQL queries into available forms belonging to these websites. Vulnerabilities such as incorrectly filtered data or inadequate typing can cause these maliciously crafted statements to be executed [87, 88].

Cross-site scripting (XSS) and cross-site request forgery (XSRF) are also a vulnerability inhabited by many web applications. These vulnerabilities allow the attacker to inject their own malicious scripts into a web site and simply wait for the victim system to navigate to the malicious webpage. JavaScript has been the most prevalent of the scripting used, but it also extends to ActiveX, HTML, Java, VBScript, and Flash scripting [89, 90]. Vulnerable systems normally do not sanitize the results of the HTTP query parameters and process or execute the commands in their malicious state. Also, the permissions granted the sites that the malicious scripts are downloaded from grant these scripts the same elevated rights.

XSRF allows for arbitrary requests to be sent on the victim’s behalf. These requests can be maliciously executed by scripting or simply web browsing [91]. These scripts or actions like XSS are granted the permissions of the site from which they are accessed or downloaded from. A simple example would be for a user to browse the web while he/she has a valid online energy services session open. Upon browsing to a specific website which has a XSRF vulnerability and a malicious
image posted which references the action of withdrawing money from the victim’s banking website. Therefore, these attacks use cookies or authentication which was previously established to forward requests to the unsuspecting victim. In some instances, devices interconnected in smart grid networks employ legacy operating systems that are no longer receiving support which introduces vulnerabilities unique to that software. Also, cloud/utility computing introduced into the grid creates vulnerabilities which must be of concern.

False data injections [38] are used to input manipulated measurements of specific state variables from demand-side or supply-side devices on the smart grid network. Attacks such as these provide state estimation systems with data which will create abnormalities in a power system and may result in the compromise of supervisory or power controlling devices on the grid. Also, these types of load altering attacks modify actual load at specific locations in order to disturb the balance between supply and demand or to allow the customer to relieve himself of a portion of his power bill. This is achieved by maliciously modifying one of the following: energy that demand-nodes demand, energy that supply nodes can supply, and states of the energy links. Manipulation of data sources in communication with systems in the grid, especially SCADA systems, can cause them to change state in accordance with the data relayed. In an environment where automation is prevalent and necessary, automatic operation based on data input is generally the standard.

### 3.6.6. Other Attacks

Masquerading or piggybacking open connections such as Wi-Fi in these networks is an example of an attack which exploits availability called network barge-in [90]. In the HAN or NAN, specific devices communicate with each other to relay energy usage information. A malicious attacker can gain access to the network and piggyback on the connection which is established between a smart appliance and a smart meter or aggregation point. With input of malicious or
misleading data, the smart appliance may falsify data or be taken over completely, not only risking secure authentication data of the user, but giving the attacker a valid entry point into the grid networks. A man-in-the-middle attack is also an option for an attacker in this environment. With access to a HAN or NAN in the smart grid, the attacker can intercept communications and relay with or without modifying its contents. A list of possible attacks to mechanisms that may be vulnerable is listed below in Table 3.3.

3.7. Countermeasures

Countermeasures are imperative in today’s integrated infrastructure where IP is commonly used to simplify integration of the many parts of the grid and makes communication more standardized. Also, new security mechanisms, such as PMUs should be implemented here. Also there are several phases of securing advanced cyber-physical infrastructures. [107] presents three key services that need to be in place to have a secure smart grid system: prevention, detection, and response.

Prevention in a secured infrastructure should be composed of access control authentication in order to prevent unauthorized access. Detection should serve the purpose of flagging specified actions or signatures and monitoring the system as a whole. Response should include signature forensics, decision analysis, and contingency procedures [107].

Table 3.3: Attacks of Vulnerabilities in a Smart Grid

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attack Type</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Devices Affected</th>
<th>Defense</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Buffer Overflow [13]</td>
<td>An operation which writes data and overwrites adjacent memory.</td>
<td>Devices employing software vulnerable to write exploitation (Networked Devices)*</td>
<td>Bound checking, safe coding procedures, ASLR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Race Cond [81]</strong></td>
<td>Programming flaw in which the result of the output is dependent on sequence of events.</td>
<td>Devices employing software with improper input validation and Quality of Service (QoS)*</td>
<td>Increase integrity checks, strategic checkpoints</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SQL Injection[81,92]</strong></td>
<td>Submitting malicious SQL statements in a web form to a SQL database.</td>
<td>Databases</td>
<td>Query sanitization (based on DB)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cross-site Scripting [90, 93]</strong></td>
<td>Injection of client-side script into web pages exploiting web browsers or web applications.</td>
<td>Servers using scripting languages</td>
<td>Disallowing untrusted data in HTML pages, Sanitization,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cross-site Request Forgery [89, 91]</strong></td>
<td>A session hijacking technique in which a hacker masquerades as a trusted user.</td>
<td>Servers using scripting languages</td>
<td>Cookie Security, Authenticate per request, “NoScript” declaration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>OS Injection</strong></td>
<td>Executing commands via a web interface on a remote server.</td>
<td>Devices employing software vulnerable to injection</td>
<td>Proper coding practices</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>DoS [94-98]</strong></td>
<td>Utilizing machine resources or making resources unavailable for other users</td>
<td>Devices Providing resources: SCADA, EMS, AMI, PLC</td>
<td>QoS, Distributed Servers, ACLs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Phishing [99-100]</strong></td>
<td>Using methods to masquerade as a trusted party to gain information from a user.</td>
<td>Devices operated by users</td>
<td>Web Browser Extensions, Training Programs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Malicious Rem Media [2]</strong></td>
<td>Devices containing malicious software</td>
<td>Devices operated by users</td>
<td>Employee Training Programs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Backdoor Admin Cred[64]</strong></td>
<td>Unauthorized user using admin credentials to gain access to hardware.</td>
<td>Mainly SCADA</td>
<td>Vendor selection, Access controls</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attack Type</td>
<td>Description</td>
<td>Devices Affected</td>
<td>Defense</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Fuzzing [102]</strong></td>
<td>Inputting data to a remote networked entity which is monitored for undefined results.</td>
<td>Networked devices serving as servers: HMI</td>
<td>Address Randomization, Stack protection, buffer length checking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Crypto Key Flash Extraction [10, 85, 104]</strong></td>
<td>Accessing device hardware directly with specific tools to extract data</td>
<td>AMI</td>
<td>Physical Protection, Data Encryption</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Flash Image Manipulation [10, 103, 104]</strong></td>
<td>Modifying software images before installment</td>
<td>AMI</td>
<td>Physical Protection, Data Encryption</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Meter Bypass [10, 103, 104]</strong></td>
<td>Masquerading or hijacking a communication session stream</td>
<td>AMI</td>
<td>Physical Protection, Data Encryption, Authentication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Meter Measurement Modification [10, 103, 104]</strong></td>
<td>Modifying AMI to report incorrect measurements</td>
<td>AMI</td>
<td>Physical Protection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Extract RAM [10, 103, 104]</strong></td>
<td>Accessing the device hardware directly with specific tools to extract RAM.</td>
<td>AMI</td>
<td>Physical Protection, Data Encryption</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Extract Firmware [81]</strong></td>
<td>Accessing the device hardware directly with specific tools to extract firmware in memory.</td>
<td>AMI</td>
<td>Physical Protection, Data Encryption, Update Signing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Watering Hole [105]</strong></td>
<td>Injecting malicious code into a web page which a target victim is likely to visit</td>
<td>Devices operated by users</td>
<td>Web Browser Extensions, Training Programs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>False Data Injection [38, 106]</strong></td>
<td>Manipulating power systems states or readings by injecting false load data via AMI/sensors</td>
<td>SCADA, PMU, Transformers, AMI, EMS</td>
<td>Temporal/Spatial-based anomaly detection, Sensor Protection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Spoofing [79]</strong></td>
<td>Adding an end system to the grid network and falsely using a legitimate identity</td>
<td>AMI</td>
<td>Integrity Checking, Physical deterrent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attack Type</td>
<td>Description</td>
<td>Devices Affected</td>
<td>Defense</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Worms/Malware</td>
<td>Executing malicious or self-propagating software on the grid</td>
<td>Potentially all devices*</td>
<td>IDS, IPS, AV</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Physical security should include several measures which include considerations in these areas [108]: electronic access control, response to emergency situations, video surveillance and monitoring, geographical location, and tamper detection and reporting. Access control in a smart grid environment serves the same purpose of strict and specific authorization as in any other cyber network or physical premises. Access control in this setting should build upon currently available technologies and also define relationships between entities and authorized domains in a manner which they can be identified across multiple domains, while assuring real-time access [69].

Well-rehearsed policy should be in place in order to avoid incidents from escalating from small to detrimental. Employee training and sensing devices can assure this. Monitoring and logging equipment should be implemented in any secure infrastructure, with routine evaluation and response actions. In addition to these, more sophisticated and likely expensive measure can be taken, such as burying distribution equipment underground, enhancing security technology to create a more robust physical infrastructure, or a physical location which is less vulnerable to attack or incident. Hiring personnel to guard the premises of critical infrastructure is instrumental in fortifying physical defense. Tamper proofing field devices and implementing protocols such as invalidating keys when evidence of tampering on is detected should also be implemented on these smart grid systems [109].

[94-96] detail DoS and DDoS attacks. DoS security mechanisms include preventive methods which will allow a victim to endure the attack or remove the attack vector altogether. This can involve a type of QoS identification or a access control which only lets specific users access to
necessary resources [38, 94]. The difficulty of finding a solution to DDoS attacks is that a most effective method is distributed. This means that there must be a coordinated response in place which will be deployed from many different points on the internet [85]. The first and least likely of solutions would be to make arbitrary systems secure from outward attack. This would reduce the ability of an attacker to create a botnet [110], and effectively remove the distributed attack surface of the malicious individual. Another method of prevention is to avoid protocol functions that are expensive for server entities and cheap for the client which are frequently used for DoS attacks [85]. This can be handled by assuring that resources are committed to a client only after proper authentication [111], utilization of proxy servers with sufficient resources [112], protocol scrubbing (to remove protocol uncertainties which can be misused for attacks) [112], and methods to detect spoofing downstream which utilized outside sources such as ISPs of governmental services.

An approach in which resources are served from a distributed architecture may also mitigate DoS attacks [113]. This allows service to be re-routed in the case of failure at a specific location on a network instead of incurring a loss of connectivity. [112] proposes a solution based on data fusion. Where local detection techniques are employed and data is relayed to aggregation points where it is analyzed and action is designated. The number of nodes involved in the data fusion is determined by the detection sensitivity of an attack or a more traditional method of detection which incorporates all nodes on the network in the data fusion and analysis procedure.

Sufficient network resiliency provided by protocols, standards, and architecture may improve mitigation of such DoS attacks. The various network topology possibilities available all have their shortcomings, and there is no universal solution which removes all threats. Geography and utility preference and capability play a large role in the selection of a service topology. For AMI
specifications, a meshed network topology, which is the topology of choice for the smart grid, provides quality resilience, and several other requirements [114]. [115] proposes several requirements which help ensure resiliency in smart grids: AMI functionality, flexibility in DR, management of grid incidents, and asset security.

The advent of remote metering allows for the utilities or other control entities to read and control electricity delivery and usage at the consumer endpoint. This allows for automatic route modification in case of line disruption to allow for continued delivery in the case of an emergency in a specific location, and even isolation of portions of the network in the instant of malicious intrusion. DR allows for generation to better match the consumption. In better regulating the generation as closely to demand as possible, excess generation and underproduction can be avoided. This will reduce brownouts and blackouts.

The expected resiliency, when considering its real-time operation, of grid operations can be described as having a certain threshold relative to the latency requirements of the data, and operational requirements of the devices. Therefore, specific measures must be taken to deliver data expected above a lower bound that would disrupt the operation of the grid due to insufficient or incorrect data. These control mechanisms help ensure this attribute.

Race conditions in the smart grid may be deterred by utilizing one or more of several methods. These include multiple checks which distinguish the validity and integrity of the data, while moving the checkpoints closer to the source of origination. Also, immutable binding will provide for exclusive use of resources [20]. There is the possibility of race conditions outside of specific smart grid operational data. Examples of this can be seen in race conditions found in widely used universal protocols such as Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol (DHCP). Many race conditions may occur on the software side which is a result of poor programming. Any implementation of
protocol or procedure on any network hosted on the smart grid should be secured in such a way that resolves these race conditions appropriately. This may require removing or securing common protocols, or ample testing for software which may contain these types of errors.

SQL injections have been used maliciously in web applications to extract data in an unauthorized manner. Attackers can take advantage of attacking through many potential vulnerabilities (user input, cookies, server variables, etc. [88]), with possibility of revealing or compromising a network in several ways. This type of attack becomes easier as utilities become more reliant on web interfaces to provide consumers with services. These services and interfaces which the utility may host or utilize through an external cloud can create more vulnerabilities. Mitigation techniques include appropriately stripping away characters or strings used in SQL queries that can be used maliciously. This would be a process specific to the DB, allowing only strings relevant to the search [87]. [88] presents several other mitigation techniques: black box testing, penetration testing, and monitoring based on known patterns (including static code checking), methods for type correctness checking (including query development paradigms), replacing unregulated query binding to a type-checked API (including IDS and instruction set randomizing), and replaces normal SQL keywords with a randomized set.

Static code checking is very valuable in that the form of SQL queries is known, and limiting queries to a specific standard is essential. For example, strictly limiting a query to a single command, while checking the type of command and the authorization level of the user, can help prevent ambiguous requests. Query development paradigms and instruction set randomizing require the programmer to develop a subset of commands in which the DB engine will qualify as valid. These commands should be limited to the set of valid commands relative to the user’s privilege level and remove the ability of unauthorized users to modify records or access data.
outside of their authorization. An IDS implementation can be used to detect SQL injection via an anomaly-based or signature-based method [116]. An ideal location for this IDS would be in front of the DB in the network in question and would specifically evaluate SQL statements being forwarded to the server. A signature for an IDS in this context can be as simple as a specific query or a sequence of SQL keywords, while an anomaly is anything that creates or is equivalent to abnormal system function [116].

Cross-site scripting can be mitigated in the design of a web page by disallowing untrusted data in specific elements of an HTML document and escaping vulnerable and untrusted texts before allowing them in the body of the document [87, 93]. An HTML policy engine should be used to validate or clean user created HTML in an outbound way [93]. Valid cookie security is imperative as well as script disabling. While these mitigation techniques are executed on the web page side, Cross-site request forgery can be mitigated from the user side by carefully implementing a privacy/security plan which includes avoiding malicious links and cached data presented at login pages. According to [89, 91], the main method of mitigating this attack is to constrain input and encode output. Some areas of concern that can help prevent or eliminate request forgeries are listed below: cookie session life, user specific authentication in order to submit a form, and mechanism to verify request headers on web page redirects.

[89] details the synchronizer token pattern usage which should be implemented in the sensitive operation request process of the user. This process is a mechanism which requires the user to input a token into the HTML form in order for that specific step in the process to be valid. This process is initiated at several different stages in the operation completion process [89]. This token requirement process may utilize any client identification attributes including a type of Personal Identification Number (PIN) and is normally referred to as a challenge token.
A privacy/security plan which trains workstation users on the smart grid network, or corporate networks connected to it to identify phishing attempts helps mitigate multiple types of these attacks, along with browser extensions which disallow phishing efforts [102].

File fuzzing is normally conducted to search for buffer overflow, DoS, SQL injection, Format String bugs etc. This simple method of inputting large amounts of possibly random data into a system or network can greatly benefit programmers and administrators in finding errors that may be overlooked. Stack protection and buffer length checking are also novel tools [102].

Bad data is detected and identified after the estimation process by the analyzing measurement residuals. False injection attacks can be detected through either spatial or temporal-based methods. Unobservable attacks cannot be expected to always originate from physical locations in close proximity. Therefore, methods should be designed to detect large unobservable attacks which occur and modify loads in a much faster or abnormal rate [88]. Also, protective measures should be taken in order to secure the sensing mechanisms to mitigate these attacks [38, 106].

In protecting against false data, is important to consider preventative and reactive approaches. Firstly, pricing and command signals should be protected using authorized encryption techniques. A sufficient public or private key encryption algorithm together with an authentication mechanism should protect integrity and confidentiality. Also, protection of AMI devices such as the smart meter is integral. Once a malicious individual gains access to a single smart meter, they have the platform to legitimately introduce false values into the grid.

Unobservable coordinated injection attacks can be detected by placing PMUs in strategic positions along a specific bus which will calculate voltage and phase details along that bus [88]. This PMU measurement data can be submitted over the NaspiNet which implements more techniques for secure transmission of data than standard networks, therefore less subject to attacks.
Analyzing PMU data as a security technique uses an anomaly-based algorithm which learns the normal load of a specific portion of the network and alerts the correct authority upon deviation. This also alerts command of the exact perpetrator whose load is compromised. Traffic analysis takes advantage of the availability of data and infers specific details which will allow the attacker to generalize and develop attacks which may exploit vulnerabilities which are assumed from analyzing this data. NIST announced in 2001 FIPS 197 which is the Advanced Encryption Standard (AES). [56] suggests this standard for use in the smart grid for encryption. Triple DES has also been approved, but unlike AES, the computational strength and method of encryption are estimated to only be secure until around 2030. NIST, along with FERC, also recommends the IEC family of protocols for establishing smart grid interoperability [56, 117]. Several of these protocols are listed below in Table 3.4. Meter security is one of the foremost areas of security research in the smart grid [6, 21-23,46,56]. Software/firmware attacks require reliable authentication methods to ensure secure data transfer.

Table 3.4: IEC Standards Recommended for the Smart Grid [64]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IEC 61970 &amp; IEC 61968:</th>
<th>present a Common Information Model (CIM) for data exchanges between devices and networks, while IEC 61970 is for transmission and IEC 61968 is for distribution.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IEC 61850:</td>
<td>provides help for substation automation, communication, and interoperability using a often-used data format.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IEC 60870-6:</td>
<td>provides help for information exchanges between control centers.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IEC 62351:</td>
<td>is for the cyber security of the communication protocols in the above IEC standards.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Secure boot loaders and cryptographic validation is integral when upgrading software [109]. Security in these devices is more or less a tricky matter as resources are limited in these fairly mobile devices. This means that conventional IDS implementations and computation heavy encryption algorithms should not be utilized on these devices. Physical security measures or
tamper-proofing should be enabled on a per device basis to remove the ability of an attacker to physically access the meters memory which may contain consumption data or encryption keys. Serial ports and optical ports must be secured physically and required to have authenticated measures.

To truly evaluate the integrity of a system, evaluating entities must be aware of the recentness of measurements and be able to analyze their results while understanding the context in which they were extracted. In a system of systems as diverse and widely interconnected as a smart grid, measurements and characteristics must be analyzed at a very large scale for various software and devices [113, 70].

3.8. Publicized Attacks

The most infamous of the malware which targets industrial operating or control equipment is Stuxnet [102]. This worm’s attack vector includes the Windows operating system which was employed on Seimens industrial equipment and software. Several variants of Stuxnet targeted five Iranian organizations [118]. Seimens SCADA systems and PLCs were targeted in these organizations with speculation that the US and Israel played a part in the engineering and distribution of the worm [118, 119].

Very recently, Telvent’s network and accessed project files of a control systems used in the electrical grid were breached by hackers. Attackers installed malicious software in order to access the files via a system which was interconnected with a utility’s corporate network. This system was as an intermediary between legacy devices used on either side of the device [120].

Another type of event which deserves consideration is acts of nature. In recent events, Hurricane Irene blacked out over 4 million customers in the eastern US. Also, in June, 2011, 5 million
customer in six states lost power for up to a week. Also, in the summer of 2012, hurricane Sandy caused more than 70 billion dollars in damage [121].

In 2008, Tom Donahue, of the CIA, with no knowledge of the perpetrators, explained that there were several distributed attacks on power equipment in several regions outside of the U.S. These attacks were followed by extortion demands and caused disruptions in services [120].

On a lighter note, On Dec. 29, 2008, an individual hacked into the Ozarks Electric Cooperative Corporation's reporting and outage management system in order to upload a custom voice message stating [121], "All of Ozarks Electric's employees have gone home. Call someone who cares."

2003 hosted the Slammer worm. This malware made its way into a private computer network at Ohio's Davis-Besse nuclear power plant in January and removed monitoring equipment for an estimated five hours [122].

In 2005, the National Nuclear Security Administration computers were hacked in order to steal sensitive information on over 1500 contractors and employees, and went unreported upon initial observation of observation [123].

In Baxley Georgia in 2008, a cyber-threat caused a 48 hour emergency shutdown due to a malware injection attack. An unsigned firmware update was attempted and an attacker uploaded a malicious version of firmware which modified data and caused safety systems to be triggered [124]. Several reports of “watering hole” sites which attempt to infect traffic visiting the site which will allow for an attack from inside the network.

Vendor MacAfee reported that a series of relatively unsophisticated attacks, such as SQL injection, over a term of likely four years by Chinese hacker which stole intellectual property from U.S. energy companies [125]. Several companies were attacked through public facing web sites via cyber methods mixed in with social engineering. Once compromising web servers in the
Netherlands for attacks several other countries, malicious software with remote administration tools was uploaded to browse areas such as Active Directory. This operation was labeled Night Dragon [125].

Duqu, discovered in 2011 is a worm with a likeness to Stuxnet, while serving a completely different purpose. This worm recorded keystrokes on remote systems which allowed the hackers to create attacks based on information inferred from the data gathered [125].

3.9. Conclusion

Since the natures of the systems in a smart grid environment are complex and critical to the current state of technology and human well-being, they require quality and sufficient security mechanisms and solutions. This must equate to a holistic approach where all threats and vulnerabilities are considered, including future hazards. In the coming years, standards should be enforced in a manner which will alleviate the responsibility of choosing from the numerous security options on the market that the utilities and device manufacturers. The bulk of the current attacks on the smart grid infrastructure are composed of DoS, traffic analysis, AMI vandalism, and higher level application attacks. Exploits of vulnerabilities found in the grid infrastructure have been detailed along with an overview of current countermeasures, which will afford us some insight into securing the grid.

Securing the smart grid will require utilities and all other participating parties to take both short-term and long-term views. Also, utilities and vendors should begin preparing for a much more standards-based future. These industry standards and protocols should address the necessity for a requirements-based level of consistent and interoperable performance. Finally, a near-future look into smart grid progress will likely yield more functionality in processing and beneficial action on the data accumulated by smart grid AMI and sensing processes.
This domain is the most vulnerable to attack due to customer defined specifications and unregulated operations. HANs are normally more easily compromised due to the lack of cybersecurity knowledge of most customers and the interfaces with other devices and networks in the grid. While most devices in this domain should have security mechanisms in place, there are often not enough to mitigate many attacks from prototypical hackers, as vendors have to weigh financial responsibilities against a standards-based evaluation of their product.
CHAPeR 4
MAlİCIOUS DEVICE INSPeCTION IN THE SMART GRID HOME AREA NETWORK

4.1. Introduction

Inaccuracy in estimation and malicious devices are two of the problems that continue to plague many smart grid installations. Even throughout the networks in the home, it is well-known that these networks generally contain devices with legacy software which can be actively targeted as entry points into a network. After a successful exploit, some malicious individual or application can freely take advantage of vulnerabilities on any of the devices resident on the network, including devices which interface other smart grid networks. These entities can take advantage of AMI which allows for automated measurement and communication of the metering data from the consumer to the utility. With the implementation of AMI, there must be some form of trust between two entities. In addition to trust, data being communicated should be truthful and correct. This can be provided upon adding sufficient accountability into networks which reside on the smart grid or connect to it, and more importantly from a consumer perspective, the HAN.

Since metering and accountability data are generated on the consumer side, a more fine-grained process must be implemented to assure accountability as well as a technique to efficiently discover the devices in the HAN which are behaving in a manner which is outside of their expected and correct requirements. Little work in accountability of devices in the smart grid HAN has been done. The HAN normally interfaces other critical networks in the grid and is most influenced by the consumer who normally has little knowledge in hardening hardware and software in a manner that is sufficient for grid purposes. Therefore, research and requirements in this area should be one of much interest in the smart grid landscape. Within this deficiency resides the lack of a mechanism
for inspecting devices in the HAN at a fine-grained level, which will further establish accountability in this domain.

The objective of this chapter is to introduce an accountable method which inspects the status of the devices connected to the HAN in order to find which, if any, are performing actions that are undesired or malicious in the network. A minimal inspection cost while maximizing efficiency is of extreme importance. Our contributions here are two-fold:

- **HAN Device Grouping** creates witness-target relationships between devices in the HAN in such a manner that they can effectively monitor and report required activities.

- The **Inspection Algorithm** is used to effectively pinpoint malicious or malfunctioning devices. This portion of the method utilizes the group structure created in the grouping stage to efficiently manage the device inspection.

In addition to these contributions, we present analysis of the device inspection method and the grouping algorithm.

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.2 provides some background in smart grid and accountability, Section 4.3 will give an appropriate problem definition, while Section 4.4 begins the discussion of the HAN inspection method. Section 4.5 details the HAN grouping process for the method, and Section 4.6 provides evaluations and analysis of the method through simulations. Section 4.7 concludes this chapter.

**4.2. Background**

The importance of the security of data which originates to and from the HAN must take precedence in the organization of security and accountability. Making these devices secure and accountable to their actions will reveal many potential problems in the grid and allow these malicious actions to be isolated and resolved. Related estimation tools such as disaggregation and
Load monitoring [26,42,43] are useful in certain situations where there are few or no devices with unknown attributes, but normally estimate usage based on the aggregate amount from the residence as a whole and the normal consumption of a device cannot always be determined sufficiently well enough for the smart grid. This type of estimation is more useful when identifying behavioral patterns instead of a more fine-grained approach and discovering malicious and malfunctioning devices.

Security has been one of the key areas of research in the smart grid landscape. Accountability can be viewed as a complement to the core principals of information security and the component that allows authorized individuals robust tracking and auditing history as well as establishing trust and confidence within the HAN among devices. Current accountability in the smart grid does not extend far beyond a single consumer (household, business, etc.) reporting energy usage to the utility. This is not a sufficient method for smart grid operation as the lack of accountability in the HAN allows for false reporting and data creation from inside the HAN before or during the process in which consumers send data to the utility.

There are several requirements which can contribute to an effective accountable environment or mechanism. These include [28]: decentralization of accountability mechanisms, scalability, minimal impact, data collection, and identity management. Inclusion of these elements in the accountable scheme can be very useful and will help to cover the accountability requirements.

Currently for smart grid applications, the main objective of accountability is to maintain record of device power usage and assure that a device behaves as it says and/or is expected to. In other words, a device should truthfully report its power usage and other parameters required at a pre-specified time intervals and/or when requested. This support is not implanted as is evident by [46], which demonstrates that AMI and other HAN devices data can be attacked and falsified from...
multiple angles. Even in the case of data reporting, there is still much room for error and we cannot always expect for the record that the utility manages and what is recorded at the customer’s end to be identical. Malicious actions, malfunction, miscalculation in estimation, or calibration may be the cause of such differences. Making the HAN accountable on a more fine-grained level can help alleviate problems such as these and provide us with a means of pinpointing compromised devices which can immediately be disabled or serviced instead of canceling service to the residence until the problem is determined.

The application of accountability has been established in a few works in the neighborhood area network (NAN) in [22,23]. These works provide several linear and tree-based inspection algorithms to address the malicious meter inspection problem (MMI). [21] provides an accountable protocol for use in the HAN, as well as a protocol for the neighborhood area network NAN. The HAN protocol bases its accountability on providing evidences which can discover questionable monetary charges or lack thereof on the utility bill based on some threshold and detailed logging comparison procedures. Some issues with [21] include the lack of a fine-grained view of accountability. This may suffer from the same type of vulnerability that distributed false data injection attacks create as falsely reported events will not always be detected as long as the thresholds are not exceeded. When carried out over a long period of time, the customer suffers a significant amount of loss and the malicious actions may remain undetected.

In this chapter we will assume that the model HAN is composed of many devices. For power calculation purposes, disaggregation techniques have been well studied. This is insufficient for entities inside of the HAN as observation and troubleshooting at a more fine-grained level is necessary, as well as location of devices affected by malware and physical abnormalities.
4.2.1. HAN in the Smart Grid

The smart grid HAN can be described as a grid subsystem which is dedicated to demand-side management through energy efficiency and quality demand-response implementation. It can be further described as a dedicated network of devices which will inevitably become “smart”. These devices range from load and control to typical household appliances, built with some form of software applications which allow the consumer to control these devices at a detailed level. With the application of smart grid concepts, the home area will be transformed into intelligent nodes in the grid network where some amount of the energy that it uses is produced locally by generators (likely photovoltaic generation) and renewable energy.

The works in [132, 133] give several categories of technology that are normally found in smart homes. Intelligent management devices are the first type of devices found here. These devices include the control and monitoring capabilities which are locally required. They manage and utilize the data created inside of the HAN as well as external data generated from the utility of other intelligent nodes connected to the grid networks that work in tandem with the HAN. A simple example of how this data can be used is precise and efficient management of energy usage and discovering local producers and consumers. Management controls not only higher level functions, but may also control and manage individual devices. Scheduling and peak usage avoidance are keys in maintaining an optimum demand and supply relationship.

Other technologies include remote control capable and measurement devices [132, 133] and devices which interface the HAN with the utility and other domains. These have commonly been added to the HAN in the form of mobile devices which add capability and allow real-time information exchange and connect to their respective utilities.
Although there are many purposes for devices inside and outwardly connected to the HAN, many which reside therein simply desire to consume energy and do not provide any type of control or management capabilities are also play an integral role. These devices normally communicate through internet-based technologies using Zigbee, WiFi, HomePlug, etc [133]. The majority of devices in current homes will need to be completely redesigned with several features included in order to take advantage of the envisioned behaviors and capabilities in the smart grid. Many devices currently given the “smart” moniker are not able to deliver many of the communication requirements necessary to fulfill the vision of the smart grid. Therefore, we name smart devices ones which have the capabilities to modify their operation to positively achieve certain goals, while connected devices do not, although they may monitor and report details about the operation and environment.

4.3. Problem Definition

The following sections detail a discussion of the proposed accountable method for inspection of devices in the smart grid HAN and the elements of security elements it will address.

4.3.1. Problem Details

There are many components that go into assuring accountability in a network such as the smart grid HAN. With implicit knowledge of the environment, the status of a network or devices can be proved with a few other details such as an audit trail to observe prior actions. Currently the smart grid landscape requires little accountability, and even less in the HAN and distribution domain. This means that locating malfunctioning or malicious devices in the HAN can be very difficult, and all but impossible for entities outside of the network to verify. The dispensation of data from one node of a smart grid network to another, which is generally unregulated, is a major vulnerability, but the legal repercussions of monitors encroaching on civil liberties and privacy of
a consumer are also of concern [134]. The enforcement of privacy laws keeps the utility from performing accountable observation inside of a HAN connected to the smart grid, therefore, this accountable evaluation must be completed from within the network.

Given the dynamic nature of devices in these types of networks, the solution must be scheduled to run at a specific time interval which it will be most effective, or triggered by some action and inherently granted visibility to the devices residing on the network. In many instances, protocols have been proposed which resolve issues in the smart grid HAN while making many assumptions about the composition of the network and actions therein. The uncertainty of the actions within the HAN may be contained by some thresholds when estimations are made, but normally no requirements are made for fine-grained observances or activity.

### 4.3.2. Threat Model

To define a threat model, we can detail the some properties for a quality accountable inspection service:

- **Completeness**: Holistic visibility of each device on the network by those entities required to review/monitor such actions. Also, complete visibility for the inspection process.

- **Authenticity and non-repudiation**: Devices which report activity be authenticated by the device which cannot deny its participation in the report.

- **Freshness**: Due to the dynamic nature of devices in the HAN, maintaining a most recent record of the devices located therein is of the utmost importance.

Therefore, false reporting of status is not the only worry that must be addressed. A faulty device could violate any of the above properties in an attempt to maliciously affect the network inspection process, or these actions could be taken by devices which are malfunctioning due to hardware or software error. An example of such an action could be a device accepting status reports from a non-authentic source, or reporting false entities resident on the network. While the proposed method not only prevents errant reports, it also prevents false accusations.
4.3.3. Assumptions

In the proposed accountable environment, we define the HAN model to include a home or a single building composed of $n$ devices and a single smart meter. We will assume that each device has a set of witnesses ($W_n$). The objective of the inspection is to efficiently search the active devices which are connected to the network in order to find malicious or malfunctioning devices. In the initial model, the smart meter resident in the HAN will be responsible for accountability management and maintaining a record of devices and their witnesses. As the presence of network devices will likely change constantly due to mobile devices moving in and out of the network, smart devices can effortlessly broadcast their presence on a network and the management device can simply observe the network for traffic from new hosts.

Another goal of the proposed method is to be easily implemented over any device that is considered to be smart. Therefore, use on the principal communications protocol for the foreseeable future is easily possible. Evaluation parameters are based upon the number and ratio of total devices that must be utilized in the inspection process. This number is directly responsible for the efficiency of the inspection method. The process overhead will also give us a baseline for the efficiency of the method.
4.4. HAN Inspection Method

The aim of the inspection algorithm is to locate malicious or malfunctioning devices, and in doing so, increase the accountability of networked actions. Many actions that a device can take may not be explicitly labeled as malicious, and therefore, we define a malicious action as one which is not allowed by the scanning procedure that the witness uses. Scanning procedure can range from passive network overhearing to an intrusive virus scan. All of which will work under the proposed accountability method’s structure. Any such act that causes adverse effect on the network can create a situation in which the offending device will be categorized as faulty or malicious. In instances that a device may innocently malfunction or falsify data, there may be allowances for these types of devices to be labeled as suspect and inspected further. Once these actions are discovered, there must be a method to, without a doubt, deduce which device
participated in the wrongdoing, isolate it, and resolve the issues. The overall process flow of the method can be viewed in Figure 4.1. The method begins by acquiring the identity of

| **Input:** (I) Inspecting Devices  |
| **Output:** (Q) The set of possibly malicious nodes |
| **Initial:** Q = {} |

1. **procedure**: Detect(I)
2. if (I is empty)
   3. return Q;
4. // retrieve the witness data D from the set of witnesses;
5. while (faulty or suspected dev(s) are reported)
6.  for each (dev ∈ D.s₀ ∩ D.s₁ ∩ D.s₂ ∩ … D.sₙ ∩)
7.   if (dev != "clean")
   8.     I := I – {dev}
   9.     Q := Q ∪ {dev}
8. if (all devs in D == “clean”)
   9.   return Q;
   10. else go to step 5;
11. **end procedure**

Figure 4.2: HAN Device Inspection

The method of evaluation is also necessary for the inspections process. From here, all devices in the network are grouped and the witness-target relationships are formed. Each of the grouping process steps will be detailed thoroughly in section 4.5. The inspection will then take place.

In the proposed method, the set of inspecting devices is partially defined by the number of devices resident in the HAN and the variable witness requirement of the accountable scheme. We can define the set of malicious devices as Q and the set of inspecting devices as I. I is the set of devices which will participate in the selective scanning routine which the eventual final status verdict for each device in the network is derived from. The inspector devices are taken from the set of witnesses W. While I ∈ W, the inverse is not true, as only a small subset of W is needed to have the necessary witnesses for each of the devices in the complete set of devices D in the home. Once I is established, it must only be changed when a device in the set leaves the network for
efficiency considerations. The inspection algorithm is given in Figure 4.2.

Figure 4.3: Witness-Target Structure

Figure 4.3 shows the view from a single witness device down. In this manner, the root node will only have to request status indications from the single witness device shown to find any possibilities of ill-reported or malicious data from any of the witness device’s targets. This approach is basically a selective scanning procedure similar to the D-scanning method in [23] for utilizing the multiple witness scheme. In other words, we take advantage of the fact that each device has several witnesses, the inspector set can be reduced to a significantly small percentage of the complete set of devices in the home \( D \), in order to have a complete view of each device on the network.

Inspection frequency will be established based on the policy of the network and each instance of inspection will be completed in a single sweep based on the report from each of the inspectors. Since the devices in \( I \) are already contained in a device’s witness set, there is no need to further monitor the inspectors. This means that the completion of the inspection will require the inspecting devices to only scan the devices in \( I \) to gain a full view of the entire network. Errors or suspect reports propagate up the chain and will reach each respective device in \( I \) which is witnessing the faulty/suspect device in question. In a tree-based scheme with many levels, there is an inherent trust requirement in the devices which are at the lower levels. With the use of a common one-by-one scanning method where there is only a single witness of a device, either device may be malicious and that data may not be propagated as it should due to the malicious device which the
data travels through or is produced by. In the proposed scheme, there will always be multiple devices witnessing a single target, and the witness devices in turn will always be witnessed by multiple devices. The nature of the smart grid HAN is such that devices may turn malicious and/or faulty at any time. Therefore, to address this, there is accountability on many levels which is necessary in such environments.

4.4.1. Static Inspection

We consider static inspection to be some inspection where many of the devices in the home remain active on the network for a longer period of time. Although the internal makeup of the network may remain the same, it is untrue that the status of the devices will be static. We can also assume that over a long period of time, it is infeasible to expect for the network to remain unchanged with no devices being added or leaving the network, but this behavior will be expected to take place for longer periods of time than in a typical HAN for this type of inspection.

There are two options which would be suitable for this type of situation. Both the proposed method and a complete scan of each of the devices on the network are a possibility. A complete scan is maximally inefficient in the first of the two extreme cases where only a single device in $n$ is faulty or malicious, although the inverse would represent the opposite of this trend. Therefore, as the number of faulty devices increases the more efficient static inspection by sequential scan may become. In an instance which we utilize this type of method, each device would be inspected individually by some dedicated inspection device. This is equivalent to a brute force scan. The authors in [23] proposes a similar scan by implementing a tree structure whose depth is determined by the number of nodes which represents the meters in the NAN. The inspector has access to each of its subtrees and has the ability to investigate the device details from its level down.
Due to the dynamic nature of the smart grid HAN a static inspection technique is not ideal. Though mobile devices are especially prevalent in these networks, many high usage devices permanently reside in the home. Lighting, space heating and cooling, water heating, ventilation and refrigeration normally represent about 70% of the usage in the HAN [135,136], so these devices can be expected to remain present. While taking these devices into account, the average home has about 25-35 electronic devices residing in it regularly, therefore, efficiency will normally suffer with a complete static inspection of every device.

### 4.4.2. Static Approach

The proposed method behaves optimally under the conditions of a predominantly static network. Although we can add some stipulations for increased efficiency. Considering the current conventional makeup of the smart grid home, there are certain devices that are common found therein. Devices such as washer/dryer, oven, heating ventilation and cooling (HVAC), etc. generally can be expected to be permanent fixtures and constantly capable of communication on the network. Devices with this property will be given priority to become witnesses of other devices in the network. Even if the network becomes more dynamic, the device grouping method will not need to be completely reinitiated as a large portion of the witness devices will already have been established and in the worst case will simply need to have a few of the parameters changed.

![Figure 4.4: Static Witnesses](image)

Figure 4.4: Static Witnesses
Figure 4.4 represents the static set of witnesses on the network. With a static set of witnesses on the network some of the cost of the grouping method will be reduced as well as the communication overhead as a result. This is due to the static devices constantly being part of the inspector set, therefore, no re-configuration of the witness-target relationships are required. Also, priority in witness request response is given to the static devices, and therefore, less overhead is accumulated.

4.4.3. Devices with Irregular Smart Operation

In the discussion of accountability and inspection, devices whose actions do not fit the predefined expectations of the prototypical HAN’s decision mechanisms must be included appropriately. In many instances, legacy devices are and will be utilized in smart homes. These types of devices normally cannot communicate as expected to participate in the witnessing portion of the accountable method in the HAN. This problem is solved in the fact that the proposed scheme does not need each device to act as a witness. Devices considered as witnesses, of course, will be devices which meet several requirements, one having the ability to communicate and log their own actions and the actions of their targets in the network. With precision, the legacy devices and all other devices will maintain the minimum required number of witnesses which will log their actions and verify that they are within their expectations. Moving forward into the expected smart home environment where there are a typical number of smart devices, the use of legacy devices that are completely incapable of participating in network communications will generally be minimal, and the impact on the accountable scheme will be nonexistent or negligible.

Another class of devices in the HAN that has irregular activity and is responsible for much inconsistency in reporting is the class of devices with varying consumption. These devices normally have several operating modes or levels which consume different amounts of energy. These modes are triggered by specific events which are expected to occur during the day. Some of
the devices included in this group are air conditioners, washing machines, water heaters, and refrigerators. Each of these devices must be dealt with appropriately. We propose a method which enforces accountability in such devices in [137]. This is done by utilizing the multiple witnessing scheme similar to that of the algorithm proposed in this work. Therefore, the accountability of varying consumption (VC) devices is increased. The work in [137] uses general usage grades for specific types of devices to better estimate and validate their energy usage, making the consumption calculation in the HAN more fine-grained, and in doing so, more accountable. Once this is done, the task of inspection will also become more correct, yielding less fewer positives.

4.4.4. Logging and Auditing

Auditing is an important addition to any accountable environment. First we list the actions in need of logging.

- Network entry and departure
- Device grouping communications/actions
- Inspection participation/actions
- Status changes

Challenges can also force a device to cryptographically provide some proof of its identity and actions during communication. The challenges also help to protect against attacks on freshness. The environment for logging actions pertaining to any of some device’s (Device 1) behavior is demonstrated in Figure 4.5.
The witnesses of a device have the ability to audit and challenge the target device as often as necessary in order to produce valid and correct results. This is carried out by accessing the environment log. A witness is entitled to go as far as auditing a recent sequence of actions to ensure the target device’s validity.

The idea for the overall framework is similar to [130]. While auditing and logging are very important in the assurance of accountability, the resources of the devices must be taken into account as to not overwhelm their computational and memory limitations. The network administrator may select a specific degree of auditing and logging which is efficient in assuring accountability in a sufficient manner while maintaining the responsibilities of the included devices and network operation.

### 4.4.5. Limitations

The issue of accountable storage has yet to be completely addressed. Some faulty or malicious storage device can be placed on a network with a considerable amount of energy stored. Even if the entry is authenticated, the device may communicate some incorrect amount of local storage, and with this, confuse devices of the origin of their energy and disrupt overall energy usage readings. Also, if the majority of the networked devices are incapable of network communications
in such a manner that there are insufficient devices capable of being an inspector, the method cannot function properly.

4.5. HAN Device Grouping

The second step of the inspection solution as viewed in Figure 4.1 is to find a way to establish relationship between the devices in the HAN. The works in [23,140,141] present similar problems in which they implement some type of grouping in order to solve their issues. The authors in [23] presents a binary tree structure with a single root node for inspection of smart meters based on proximity, while [141] divides a large population into groups based on efficiency and cost effectiveness for inspection. In [141] the key differences are the existence of groups and the variability of the status of the observed sample at any given time. The proposed method allows for a variable number of witness devices and readily takes into account the fact that any device’s status in the house may change to malicious or fail at any time. The target selection process is also unique.

4.5.1. Device Grouping

Each of the devices in the network will have a special “witness” attribute which keeps track of the details of each of its targets, as well as the number of devices witnessing itself. Each device will need to have a minimum number of witnesses in order to satisfy the accountability requirements of the network. This is accomplished by each device querying the network for witnesses in the case that it does not meet the network required amount. The smart meter manages the record of the device relationship bindings and each device can access this information as Figure 4.6 displays.
The devices communicate with each other in order to find eligible witnesses, while the smart meter manages final decisions.

Figure 4.6: Accessing Relationships Bindings

Figure 4.7: Request for Witness

Figure 4.7 shows that device A requests device B as witness. The request for a witness must first be authenticated and then the fielding device must verify that the requestor has not already reached the number of required witnesses in the network by reviewing the smart meter managed record. If this number of witnesses has been met, the fielding device will explore other options in the network before agreeing to witness device A. This is done by reference to the smart meter’s record in order to maintain efficiency of device monitoring in the network by keeping the number of witness devices in the network at the minimum. This will also create a basis for a more efficient scanning procedure. For an organized grouped witness-target network representation, we review Figure 4.8.
From a management perspective this is the suitable view, as all inquiry about the status of the targets only need to be directed to the set of witnesses which have the responsibility of maintaining a status judgment of their target. A more comprehensive view of the network is represented in Figure 4.9.

This representation shows the devices 1, 3, and 5, targets (devices 2, 4, and 6) for simplicity, the connectors for all of the device’s targets are not shown. These relationships stay in place until some device is unresponsive, or properly leaves the network. The device relationship can in certain instances be completely random. In theory, it is best to introduce a delay in the responsiveness of the devices that presently have targets once a new request for a witness is presented to the network.
Doing this will allow for the witnessing responsibilities to be assumed by a smaller number of devices as the devices with witnesses will respond to new requests first. The benefit here is that the number of devices with witness responsibilities will be smaller.

The detailed algorithm for the selection process is given in Figure 4.10.

| Input: A device dev\textsubscript{i} and its targets (targets(dev\textsubscript{i})); Begin at dev\textsubscript{0} (smart meter) |
| 1. procedure: groupDev\textsubscript{s}(dev\textsubscript{i}; targets(dev\textsubscript{i}); \forall dev\textsubscript{j} \in targets(dev\textsubscript{j})) |
| 2. (\beta, newWitness) = receive(); // Read target/witness data |
| 3. Establish witness connection |
| 4. while (newWitness != NULL) do //pool on witness request |
| 5. if (!witnessMax(newWitness)) then |
| 6. newWitness = getNewWitness(targets(dev\textsubscript{i})). |
| 7. end if |
| 8. end while |
| 9. if (!targetReq(newTarget)) then |
| 10. newTarget = getNewTarget(targets(dev\textsubscript{i})). |
| 11. end if |
| 12. end procedure |

Figure 4.10: Selection Algorithm

The selection algorithm accomplishes a very necessary task which is maintaining ideal and required target and witnesses for each device. Understanding that mobile devices will be constantly moving in and out of the network, as well as powering on and off, means that the witness and target attributes must be maintained and verified instead of simply established and ignored. Devices which do not meet these requirements cannot be fully trusted in their actions as witness devices.

The witness-based monitoring helps to mitigate false alarms by not simply accusing devices unilaterally, but instead incorporating multiple and unanimous accusations from the device’s witnesses into the decision-making. Upon the detection of any protocol misconduct by one of the witnesses, the nature of the problem is noted, and subsequently, the SM will query all other witnesses of the behavior of the target device.
If those witnesses observe malicious activity or outcomes of targets actions are above some tolerable threshold, they will report against the device. A consensus ruling will generate a label being assigned to the target device. The evaluation routine for witness monitoring is displayed in Figure 4.11.

4.5.2. Grouping Adaptability

In order to construct and maintain a network structure which will adhere to the method requirements of the witness-target structure and a valid inspector set with full view of the entire network, the grouping method must be run at least when any devices leaves or enters the network. The adaptability of the network is described as the ability of the network to maintain or re-establish the complete state whenever any changes occur to the witness-target structure. Leaving the network can be denoted as powering off/unplugging a device or the device leaving the range.
of the wireless signal provided by the access point. We can measure the adaptability of the network by the amount of effort it takes to re-establish a complete state after some device/s becomes inactive. A complete network has the immediate capability of a full inspection of each of the networked devices. The complete state must be observed for short period to assume that the network is in a complete condition. Generally incomplete network states are caused by two actions: (1) One or more members of the current inspector set become inactive. (2) The current number of targets per each device in the inspector set becomes inefficient.

In the instance that a device becomes inactive, the distribution of device monitoring must be reviewed and optimized if necessary. Three conditions may occur once a device becomes inactive. Either the device that exits is part of the inspector set and has the maximum number of device targets allowable based on the size of the network, the device monitors other devices and is not part of the inspector set, or the device is solely being monitored by its multiple its witnesses. The third would likely be the case for any legacy devices participating the network. With the second condition, some ample requirements would be in place in the network which may require some devices to maintain supplemental witnesses while not requiring these devices to be a part of the inspector set. The smart meter’s record of device relationships must be queried in order to find the devices in need of additional witnesses based on network requirements. Once this is done, the task of adding witnesses to these devices is of the utmost importance. This can be accomplished by running the selection algorithm in such a way that only witnesses are requested for the device/s in need of replacements due to one or more devices leaving the network. Figure 4.12 demonstrates the regrouping of the inspector set. At all times the inspector set must maintain full view of the network. Therefore, whenever the network is not complete this process must be run. It is composed of checking the number of targets per device in the network as a whole.
Input: Inspector set $I$ and all devices $D$;

Begin at dev$_0$ (smart meter)
1. procedure: findInspectors(inspector set $I$)
2. $(\beta, \text{data}) = \text{receive}();$ // Read target/witness data
3. while (targets! = NULL) do //pool on witness request
4. \hspace{1em} if (targets(target not in $I$)) then
5. \hspace{2em} Add device to $I$.
6. \hspace{1em} end if
7. \hspace{1em} end while
8. if (sufficientTargets()) then
9. \hspace{1em} groupDevs()
10. end if
11. end procedure

Figure 4.12: Inspector Set Regrouping

One way to expedite this process is to review the inspector set for the device/s that have changed or left, and assume that their set of targeted devices remains in the same state that it was before the most recent event of device/s leaving. After evaluating the targets the number of targets in the inspector set must allow for full view of the network. This can be achieved either by adding more targets to the current devices in the set or adding more devices that have the capacity to monitor additional devices and participate in the inspector reporting activities.

Figure 4.13a displays the relationship between devices in a network in which the devices have been assigned identifiers 0-19 based on the time the devices became active on the network. The devices are required to have 3 witnesses at all times. These devices have been assigned witnesses based on the same principal, meaning that in this situation the devices with lower identifiers basically have priority when gaining a witness as they were active in the network before their latter counterparts. Figure 4.13b displays the same network of devices with the first device (Dev 0) removed. We can gather from observation of the Figure 4.13b when reviewing the witnesses-target relationships of the devices the only acceptable inspector set which gains full view of the with three witnesses per devices in the network contains devices 0-15. As mentioned earlier, there are
three conditions which are caused by a device becoming inactive in the network. The first, being removal of a device contained in the inspector set is displayed in Figure 4.13. Here the inspector set must be evaluated and modified to satisfy the network inspection requirements. We see through observation, the new inspector set contains devices 1-15, with the recently inactive Dev 0 not eligible for inspector set consideration any longer. In the second case in which the inactive device monitors one or more devices but is not included in the inspector set, the only task to complete would be to find another witness for the device/s that this device was previously witnessing. The third, which includes a device which has no witnessing responsibility, and is solely being monitored would require for additional actions to take place aside from the removal targeting record to be removed from the inactive device’s previous witness(es).

Figure 4.13: Device witness-target relationships (A), Device witness-target relationships with Dev 0 removed (B)
4.6. Inspection Method Evaluation

The number of overall appliances can be expected to be about three of four times more when accounting for the requirements of smart homes which are expected to host many more devices than current homes do [42]. In a smart grid where all devices communicate over a network, each of these devices should be expected to participate in accountability processes and report their actions as the network or scheme requires.

The evaluation of a method can be carried out with the discussions of several key components [198]:

Effectiveness: this metric can most simply be measured by the accuracy of the detection of malicious or malfunctioning devices. This is then combined with the false alarm rate, in which the false alarm rate is composed of the false positives and false negatives. False positive, in this instance, signifies any event where a device report categorizes a device as malicious or malfunctioning while the device is actually operating properly. In the inverse, a false negative signifies an event where a report categorizes a device as clean while the implicated device is acting maliciously. Also, any lack of a report results in a false negative.

Resource consumption: Many of the devices utilized in a HAN of the smart grid are categorized as resource constrained. This means that in comparison to PC-class devices, these devices, in many cases, lack comparable computational and memory resources to process the load required by its normal operation and sophisticated software. In many cases, the fewer resources the software uses, the more resources can be allocated to monitoring or dedicated to other actions. While many devices are extremely resources constrained, this is not always the case. Therefore, it must be assumed that all devices operate with a minimal amount of resources in order for the method to perform adequately on a wide range of devices.
In evaluating the method, two approaches are generally accepted. The first uses measurements of the system, while the second is based on representations of system behavior via a model. Measurement techniques mostly are utilized when the environment or a prototype of the environment is available to create an actual realistic scenario. Then this technique can be applied to the system. Creating a real HAN testbed for some specific scenario can be very expensive and limited in terms of working scenarios without utilizing all necessary components. Also, measurements and results are generally non-repeatable. Taking this into consideration, device mobility patterns, scalability, and protocol usage, are all difficult to implement in a real testbed. Therefore, utilizing simulations or analytical models allows for an increased spectrum of working scenarios and variations of parameters.

The selection process is either selective or automatically inclusive of all of the devices in the HAN, in the case of the most trivial scanning technique, which is the complete scanning of the entire set of devices $D$. The algorithms proposed and described earlier are each simulated through software. The data is created based on a number of devices ranging from the common number of devices found in consumer homes and medium size businesses, to 200, which can be viewed as a theoretical home or business. Figure 4.14 shows the number of devices required for scanning in the proposed algorithm for a ranging number of devices as utilized in the simulations. The results in Figure 4.14 require three witnesses per connected device which will be input into the selection algorithm from Figure 4.10. We observe that the set of inspectors $I$ is roughly half of the complete set of HAN devices. If we require only two witnesses, we do not observe much change in these numbers as shown in Figure 4.15.

This factor is more pronounced when the number of witnesses is increased. Also, the number of targets that a specific device is allowed to witness is a major factor.
We will limit this to 4 devices in order to maintain a lower level of computational and networking overhead as increasing the number of witnesses or targets creates more work for devices with witnessing responsibility. This method of scanning is obviously more efficient than a one-by-one method of scanning which must include all device in $D$, which includes all devices in the network.

The authors in [23] proposes a method for dynamic inspection of devices in the NAN. This method makes the assumption that the malicious devices, once discovered, will be removed from the tree-based structure which is being scanned and then proceeds with its scanning in a round-by-
round fashion and queries a global monitor to check results. The problem with tree-based approaches is that in an extreme case it will repetitively scan the same set of nodes. In a scanning approach, it is normally assumed that devices with children nodes continue to infect or report false data at the scan time. Another pitfall can be that the child nodes continuously report false data during scan time. The premise here is that the higher level nodes must be trusted inherently as the child nodes may not participate in the accountability of their parent nodes. This in essence makes networks such as this fully trusted from the view of child nodes looking up to the parents.

4.6.1. Grouping Analysis

The establishment of witnesses maintains the structural basis of the proposed method. Therefore, the number of witnesses is very important. Fixing $w$ is a tradeoff problem, where increasing the number of witnesses reduces false positives and reduces the efficiency of the inspection process. While having a high number is important to be as accurate as possible in detection, the inverse of the positives are also true. A lower number of witnesses increase the efficiency as there will be fewer inquiries of targets required, but the possibility of false positives will normally increase.

The purpose of arranging the devices in trees with a depth of 2 and a variable number of leaf nodes is for inspection efficiency. One of the challenges of the grouping mechanism is reformulating the grouped structure while devices are constantly entering and departing from the network. In order to calculate cost for the proposed grouping method, we can view the amount of devices required to participate in the grouping as the minimal number of devices which will need to maintain witnesses. With this, the ratio of the number of devices required in the proposed method, by the number of devices required in a one-by-one scanning technique will yield the overall relative cost [141].
Table 4.1 and Table 4.2 show the significant efficiency improvements provided from the proposed method in contrast to the complete scanning technique. This is due to the manner in which the devices are grouped and the fact that each device does not need to be inspected individually in order to acquire full view of the devices of the network.

An important question for an implementation of this method lies in the number of witnesses that are optimal for the method to be most efficient. As observed in the grouping statistics in Table 4.1 and Table 4.2, there initially is a slight increase in the relative testing cost in situations the number of witnesses increases. This is due to the minimum witness requirement in the method stipulations. Therefore, there is a necessity for more inspectors to fulfill this requirement.

Table 4.1: Relative Costs for Grouping with 2 witnesses

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of Devices</th>
<th>Relative Testing Cost</th>
<th>Efficiency percentage gain</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.2: Relative Costs for Grouping with 3 witnesses

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of Devices</th>
<th>Relative Testing Cost</th>
<th>Efficiency percentage gain</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.6.2. Communication Overhead

In this subsection we will explore the implications of choosing a policy for response to some devices entering the network and requesting witnesses, more specifically whether unicasting or broadcasting replies to messages is most beneficial. Report messages policy will also be discussed. Since any broadcast request can lead to significant and possibly an excessive amount of replies, some delay or suppression mechanism should be in place to assure that the network bandwidth and device network capabilities are not overwhelmed. The options of discussion are listed below:

1. **Unsuppressed Broadcast** – All nodes reply with no suppression.

2. **Delayed Broadcast** – Specific nodes have delays in order to grant priority of witness responsibility to a group.

3. **Dynamic Delayed Broadcast** – All nodes choose some random interval for delay, snoop the channel and reply based on the network traffic after the delay.

4. **Unicast** - Only a single device replies to and request, whether the request is uncast of broadcast.

Theoretically, the most efficient of the methods presented previously is the dynamic delayed broadcast algorithm when the interval is large [143]. The others are only optimal under certain conditions and provide for a tradeoff in terms of complexity and efficiency. Option 1 maintains the least efficient of the 4 methods in terms of network activity and computational load. Option 3 makes an effort to increase the efficiency by implementing some estimation function based on network or environment parameters. Beneficial parameters to use in the estimation function could be packet loss, network size, or device locality.

The broadcast response policy that would be most efficient for use with the proposed method is the delayed dynamic option. With this option in place, the response policy will take into consideration the congestion and loss probability of the network and each device will calculate an
optimal random delay for use in responding to newly connected networked devices or the request
for target reports.

The delayed broadcast is optimal for the static inspection method. Within this framework, the
devices which are determined to not be “permanent”, would receive the delays in response to the
witness requests. Report messages will also be handled in the same manner under this framework.
Upon smart meter request of a target report, at any time, the device will need to exhaust its delay
before it responds to the request. This way, the devices which most likely have multiple witnesses
will report their measurements first.

4.6.3. Re-Grouping Analysis

Measuring the effectiveness and efficiency of the regrouping algorithm can be done by observing
the work which is done when one or more devices become inactive or leave in the network. This
work is the result of regaining the completeness of the network in the form of modification of
witness-target relationships. Since the primary motive of grouping is efficiency of inspection, it is
most beneficial to evaluate the make-up of the inspector set. For the least complex case of a single
device leaving the network, we examine three cases:

- The device that exits is part of the inspector set and has $t$ targets
- The device monitors other devices and is not part of the inspector set
- The device is solely being monitored by its’ witnesses.

In this evaluation we assign no work to the action of modifying the targeting attribute of a device.
In the case of device departure, the first and third cases in which the device has no targets will
require no work due to the lack of witnesses and having no need for witness replacement. The
second case in which the device previously had witnesses and is not in the inspector set requires
$w_d$ work. The witnesses which that device was previously being monitored by must be replaced,
each of which requires one unit of work. The modification of the device’s targets requires no work. On the other end of the spectrum resides the complete inspector set becoming inactive or the entire network shutting down. The latter brings about a unique problem in which there are no devices in need of monitoring, and therefore the work required is also zero. Table 4.3 displays the work required for regrouping with a varying number of witness requirement. In any instance in which there are no witnesses required or the number of witnesses equals the number of targets, the amount of work required will be zero. When the witnesses and target numbers are equal, all devices included in the network must be included in the inspector set to satisfy this requirement.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Network Size</th>
<th>No Witnesses</th>
<th>2 Witnesses</th>
<th>3 Witnesses</th>
<th>4 Witnesses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As per Table 4.3, the amount of work done increases as the network has more devices. This type of increase is typical of any network which implements methods in which the devices participate in network activities. Also, when comparing the differences between the 2 witness and 3 witness data, it can be observed that as the number of devices increases the amount of work per device is lessened. This means that the ratio of efficiency per number of devices trends up as the number of devices increases especially when working with a higher witness requirement.

4.6.4. False Positives/Negatives

In this subsection we evaluate and analyze performance of the inspection method by finding the probability of false positives and negatives. The probability of a correct inspection can be determined by a set of three factors: the number of witnesses per device, and the probability of detection \( p_d \) and the detection accuracy \( p_a \). The second parameter \( (p_d) \) can be described as the
probability that the intrusion detection system utilized has enough information to accurately detect and diagnose the malicious device’s actions (positive or negative). To maintain simplicity, transmission and overhearing which is required for the witnessing process both experience equivalent interference from environment variables and are included in $p_d$. $p_a$ represents the accuracy of the detection mechanism which is expressed as a ratio. Using the parameters above, we can model the probability of detecting a faulty device $d$ as:

$$Pr_d = p_d * p_a$$  (4.1)

**False positives** can be defined as any report event in which a clean device on the network falsely submits a status report of some other device as *faulty* or *suspect* while the device is *clean*. On the other end of the spectrum, a **false negative** occurs when a clean device submits a status report of one of its target devices as *clean* while the device is either *faulty* or *suspect*.

Each of device $d$’s witnesses gives a status indication for $d$. The management device which is likely the smart meter, never trusts any device on the network, therefore any device serving as $d$’s witness will also be untrusted. The information regarding device $d$’s status is like all other information, untrusted at the time it is received.

False positive probability (FPP) and false negative probability (FNP) will be used as accuracy metrics. Table 4.4 represents the conditions necessary for false positive and false negative identification. FPP is the probability that status reporting of device $d$ is not consistent with its actual status if it $d$ is actually clean and is reported as faulty given that none of its witnesses are compromised.

To find the false negative probability, we first understand that there are three events that can cause a false negative:

- Device $d$ has one or more compromised witnesses which report it as faulty
• Device $d$ maintains consistent false data which is reported by witnesses
• Proper reporting of device $d$ fails in route to smart meter

With no witnesses, we can observe the FNP as a single device providing consistent false data which misleads any witness device that makes a report. Since the proposed method will always utilize witnesses we can model the probability of the FNP as:

$$FNP_d = p_d(1 - p_a)$$

(4.2)

Table 4.4: False Alarm Decision Model

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SM’s evidence about $d$</th>
<th>SM’s decision</th>
<th>$d$’s actual state</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Compromised</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All evidence is consistent</td>
<td>Uncompromised</td>
<td>False Negative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>True Negative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All evidence is not consistent</td>
<td>Uncompromised</td>
<td>False Positive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>True Negative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evidence not complete</td>
<td>Suspect</td>
<td>Suspect</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Where both parameters used represent collaborative probability variables determined by the network and the detection mechanism. We can see that the probability of a single device providing a false report without consistent evidence against its target device without collaboration from another of the device’s witnesses is very small. Thus, in the case that there is no collaboration, for simplicity $FNP_d = 0$. For simplicity, since $p_d$ and $p_a$ make up the majority of the FNP and FPP, we combine these two to find the false alarm rate which is composed of all false alarms FNP and FPP.
Figure 4.16: False Alarm Probability with 0.5 and 0.3 Accuracy

Figure 4.16 shows the trend of fewer false alarms as the number of witnesses grows which displays the value of utilizing a witness-based approach. Assuming that each of the witnesses is uncompromised, we understand that the packet loss is normally very low in the typical HAN. Also, only in the case of a high loss rate does the trend shown in Figure 4.16 not hold.

4.6.5. Inspection Analysis

We begin with the strategy of scanning all devices in the network, which is accomplished by receiving a status indication of all devices in the network $D$. If the number of malicious devices in the network is much less than the total number of devices, the efficiency will suffer due to unnecessary operations. The extreme cases being $D_s = 1$ and $D_n = n$, the complexity of such scanning is bounded by the number of devices in $D$ although the set of malicious devices, $Q$, is unknown. Especially in environments such as the HAN where $Q$ is likely to be constantly changing, there is little benefit to acquiring status indications of only a select few devices and not the entire set due to the possibility of devices becoming malicious during method run time. The proposed protocol solves this problem through the select scanning method of the inspector set $I$. 
The inspector selection process is viewed as finding a Borel set of all singleton node sets of the nodes in set $D$. This produces a minimal set of nodes that contains all nodes in $D$. Each element in $D$ will be represented by their target nodes data as opposed to their own data. We can define the generating of the Borel set by iterating through the $D$ as equation 4.3 shows which performs all countable intersections and all countable unions possible with the subsets in $D$:

$$D \rightarrow D\delta\sigma$$

It is now necessary to remove the subsets which are non-singletons. This is achieved in Equation 4.4:

$$D\delta\sigma \rightarrow I \text{ only if } |D\delta\sigma| = 1$$

![Figure 4.17: Node Witness-Target Data](image)

This set of inspectors is essentially minimal while maintaining full view of the entire set $D$ which allows a single sweep of $I$ to determine the reported status of each device.

As the devices in $I$ maintain the reported statuses of all devices in the network, the upper bound and lower bound of necessary scanning of the size of $I$ remains the same while $D$ does not change. Upon any change in $D$, devices affected in the network will make the necessary changes to their
witness-target relationships due to network requirements. This shows that performance remains the same in either of the extreme cases of malicious node existence where \( n = 1 \), or \( n = n-1 \).

An accountable environment has been researched and developed in [21-23] while making some assumptions such as activity patterns of varying consumption devices, generation, and storage devices. The authors in [21-23] adopt the multiple witness concept for the HAN, and the work in [23] adopts the inspection procedure in the NAN, while the HAN and the NAN are quite different networks. The HAN is mostly defined by the appliances/devices in each home, while the NAN is defined mainly by the AMI in a neighborhood or service area. In the proposed algorithms, we use the multiple witness concept and the inspection procedure in the HAN which are similar to those used in [21-23] though with key differences. The proposed witness selection eliminates the inherent trust requirements of higher level nodes that tree-based methods maintain, as the trust of witnessing nodes is necessary. Our method leaves no nodes without witnesses that will monitor their actions.

4.7. Conclusion

This chapter has proposed algorithms to efficiently provide accountability in the smart grid HAN through multiple witness-based monitoring and inspection of the devices therein. An inspector selection algorithm is proposed as well. The algorithms provided show their validity in environments of a dynamic nature, where complete device inclusion is required and there is always a possibility of changing malicious statuses. The analysis and simulations in the study show that the proposed algorithms are effective in creating an accountable environment in a smart grid HAN.
CHAPTER 5

HOME AREA NETWORK ACCOUNTABILITY WITH VARYING CONSUMPTION DEVICES

5.1. Introduction

A difficult problem in the HAN lies not only in the concept of estimating power usage, but establishing accountability in this domain. Accountable environments in smart grid have been researched in [21,22,47] while making some assumptions such as activity patterns of varying consumption devices, generation, and storage devices, which may or may not lead to sufficiently accurate estimations in the HAN.

This chapter will detail a method for more intricately estimating and monitoring usage of varying consumption devices in order to create a more fully accountable and accurate environment in the HAN. The “witness” concept is used to provide a solution to the assurance problem between normally trusting devices and the SM. Each device will be assigned $w > 2$ witnesses based on the network size and policy which will allow for multiple usage reports on a single device to ensure this device is accountable for its actions. Aside from the overall method, contributions include:

- the proposed method, called VC (varying consumer) algorithm which establishes the energy related category so that each specific device will belong to and continuously converge on a range most suitable for estimating energy usage;
- usage state infrastructure which provides a baseline for further establishment of energy categorizing and thresholding, and allows for more accurate recognition of a device’s expected usage while in a certain “mode”;
• and a threshold selection method which utilizes recurrence quantification analysis to identify and converge on common usage amounts within a usage state.

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 5.2 provides some background. Section 5.3 describes the problem statement. Section 5.4 details the proposed method. Section 5.5 presents the evaluation. Finally, the chapter is concluded in Section 5.6.

5.2. Background

The smart grid is an increasingly expanding network of networks and system of systems. It is integral to have simple knowledge of the grid to understand how the consumption of energy and its accurate estimation in the HAN plays a major role in every domain.

AMI plays a large role in the consumer domain with two-way communications from the consumers to the system operators [147]. From the data, the consumer can receive pricing information, and schedule/modify their power usage according to their preference, or some peak rate avoidance scheme.

Sensing and measurement are constantly occurring and reported in the smart grid. Once the data are analyzed, tendencies can be created and major and catastrophic events can be predicted and avoided based on past measurements. This type of wide situational awareness plays a large role in demand-response. When catastrophic events are avoided, price spikes will decrease. The same action and consequence are often replicated in the HAN. If energy usage can be more accurately predicted and identified, peak prices will not be as high or occur as often.

Achieving accountability in the HAN has rarely been studied in the past. Related areas such as disaggregation and load monitoring [26,42,43], are useful, but normally estimate device usage based on the aggregate amount from the residence as a whole and the normal consumption of a device. This type of estimation is more useful when identifying consumer behavior patterns and
device malfunctions instead of a more fine-grained approach of estimating and assuring that each device is accountable.

5.2.1. Accountability

Security has been one of the key areas of research in the smart grid landscape as new technology generally introduces new vulnerabilities. Accountability serves as a complement to the core principals of information security and the component that allows authorized individuals more robust tracking and auditing history as well as establishing trust and confidence within the HAN between devices [138,148]. Currently, accountability in the distribution end of the grid only extends to a single residence which aggregates the appropriate data of all of the devices located therein. This is sufficient for the currently required duties of billing the consumer based on total use of all appliances to be fulfilled, but in order for demand-response to be optimized on both sides of the equation, a more fine-grained approach must be utilized.

There are several requirements which can contribute to an effective accountable environment or mechanism. These include [28]: decentralization of accountability mechanisms, scalability, minimal impact, data collection, identity management. Inclusion of these elements in the accountable scheme can be very profitable and will help to cover the accountability requirements.

Lightweight functions are imperative in the smart grid as the devices utilized throughout are normally resource constrained, or given computational and networking resources that are not plentiful enough to handle heavy encryption and simultaneously satisfy the real-time demands of the grid. This also applies to any subset of software functionality included in the grid including accountability measures.

Sufficient and appropriate data must be extracted and archived for review and evaluation. It is imperative to discern the most effective location and type of data to archive and evaluate in each
environment. Some devices may require a specific set of data to be analyzed, while others may
require a set of data which includes a few of the parameters explicitly required by one, and a few
not needed to satisfy the requirements of another. Although in most environments these parameters
will be uniform.

Inter-domain identification is also necessary. We assume that devices in the same domain will
maintain uniform identification mechanisms which will allow them to distinctly refer to and
differentiate between devices on the network. For smart grid applications, the main objective of
accountability currently is to maintain record of and assure that a device acts as it says and/or is
expected to. In other words, a device should truthfully report its power usage and other parameters
required at a pre-specified time interval and/or when requested.

Maintaining the previously listed requirements for achieving accountability in a smart grid
environment is a huge upgrade to still widely implemented AMR methods in which the sum of the
power over a certain period is collected from aggregate data of all devices at the consumer’s
residence. Even in the case of AMI, there is still much room for error and we cannot always expect
for the record that the utility manages and what is recorded at the consumer’s end to be identical.
Malicious action, malfunction, miscalculation in estimation, or calibration may be the cause of
such differences. Making the HAN accountable on a more fine-grained level can help alleviate
problems such as these and provide us with a means of locating a compromised device which can
immediately be disabled or serviced instead of canceling service to the residence indefinitely.

5.2.2. Energy Consumption in the HAN

Energy sustains life for many people, and rightfully so domestic usage is behind a large portion
of most grids’ electric power consumption. Many devices and methods are being put into place
which will give consumers the option of employing more energy efficient options in their homes.
Energy efficiency means that there is a reduction in energy used for a given service or level of activity due to some technological change of an existing infrastructure [149,150]. This is of particular interest, as the majority of consumers prefer to purchase lower end devices which though cheaper, also generally provide less energy efficiency of energy use [151].

Many factors are combined to determine household consumption rates. These are highly affected by environment conditions and consumer personal preference. This energy consumption is transient and varies dramatically at specific times. These factors play a large part in the determination of the peak rate times which are determined by the utility based on large overall usage by its consumer base. Peak rates are normally achieved during specific times of day when many consumers use considerable amounts of power. Though many devices in the home use small amounts of energy, when large amounts are powered on simultaneously, peak times and rates can be heavily influenced by this.

5.3. Problem Definition

In the currently implemented power grid, the only accountability required in the distribution domain is the periodic reading of the power meter which records aggregate energy usage at each user location. The frequency of readings is dependent on the utility and is generally limited to a few times per month. Inside the HAN, security measures can be put in place to introduce some level of networking accountability through a specific entity such an IDS, or the ESI, but in an environment such as the HAN where the number of devices will greatly increase over time, it is a good practice is to make the accountability mechanism distributed. This is also important as the resources many devices maintain are constrained in the HAN and additional computationally expensive software is difficult to run while maintaining its primary responsibilities.

Disaggregation techniques are wide ranging and have been well researched. The three major
techniques include [152]: survey, single point sensing, and distributed direct sensing. These techniques alone are simply not sufficient as more smart devices are being added to homes that are programmable. This means that the threat of malicious and/or malfunctioning devices is greater than ever and still increasing, and brings about the need for a more fine-grained model for accountability in the HAN.

In addition to creating an environment where the devices are accountable for their energy usage, the devices should also be made accountable for all of their actions with a scheme implemented in a distributed fashion. If a device takes an action that causes an unexpected amount of energy use, that action and the energy should be verified and the device accountable for it.

HAN devices’ energy consumptions patterns are not necessarily static in the sense that though operation may be scheduled, they may use varying amounts of energy at any given time. These devices may also have a non-constant power capacity factor at any given time while it is active. Some examples of these types of devices include water heaters, boilers, even coffee makers. It is of great importance to implement a mechanism which can correctly assure accountability in environments utilizing such devices as well as detect any events that can be problematic. Once the events have been discovered in a timely manner, it should be categorized so that the appropriate actions can be taken to resolve the issue.

We consider a modern house with full smart grid capabilities and numerous smart devices in the home. Current technology requires the inclusion of some legacy devices, which are also included in the home and can not necessarily communicate using required protocols to maintain accountability in the scheme which will be proposed later. The home will have at least one smart meter which will measure the usage and serve as the “trusted” entity and will normally
communicate with the utility and other authorities outside of the home premises along with the ESI which the consumer will utilize.

5.3.1. Architecture

The HAN will serve as the basic communication infrastructure for management of energy in a smart grid. Normally, it is composed of a smart meter, many smart and connected devices, and alternate private energy sources and devices which are involved with storing energy. There is a general understanding that there are two basic architectures for the HAN and its interconnection to the smart grid [153]. Figure 5.1 and Figure 5.2 show two kinds of smart grid HAN architecture. Figure 5.1 allows for the utility to have direct control of the HAN devices for those who have for instance, opted into policy which allows the utility to modify device operation at specific times to minimize peak times and rates. Figure 5.2 splits the device operation adjustment responsibility between the consumer and the utility, or per the consumer’s desire, solely on the consumer.

![Figure 5.1: Version 1 of a Smart Grid HAN](image1)
![Figure 5.2 Version 2 of a Smart Grid HAN](image2)

Here, the smart meter, in either approach, is responsible for collecting consumption and generation of the aggregate of these devices in real-time over one of the many popular wireless
technologies. The devices can be divided into three categories. These include smart devices, connected devices, and legacy devices. In the context here, smart devices are fully qualified devices which maintain software and hardware capabilities to communicate over the protocols implemented on the network which it is connected to. These devices can also participate on the required schemes and algorithms being used therein. Smart devices also have the ability to modify their operation to better achieve objectives which benefit the network or operator of the device.

Connected devices are many times mistakenly categorized as smart devices, but lack the capabilities to modify their operation to positively achieve certain goals. While maintaining the hardware and software capabilities to communicate over the network, these devices only have the ability to report and/or observe their surroundings.

Legacy devices may lack networking completely, or simply may not be able to utilize certain protocols, and while still smart or connected, are rendered useless in the context of the HAN and its communication. Devices can also be categorized as schedulable and non-schedulable. This means that for scheduled devices, we will likely have more insight into the specific times in which the target device will be using power.

5.3.2. Varying Energy Consumption in the HAN

There are hundreds of millions of devices which have flexibility or varying consumption in the HAN. Much of this flexibility can be attributed to the time flexibility of the device usage due to management, or the upper and lower bounds of flexible energy usage amounts. In addition to this inherent variability which may or may not be induced by user interaction, many devices also host a range of energy consumption settings and the actual amount of energy consumption depends on the setting at that time. [154] describes the aggregation and disaggregation of these flexible devices and their flexible timing constraints. Though the aim of this chapter is accountability and accuracy
in the HAN, aggregation and disaggregation is out of the scope and of small benefit in this discussion.

Energy consumption is considered to generally be constant in most devices when estimating power consumption. This means that there will normally be some overuse or/and underuse. Therefore, for many reasons, including the previous, the measurement and estimation techniques are threshold-based. Scheduling helps to manage and estimate energy use to a certain extent, but the details of a varying consumer are normally partially defined by the habits of the user and cannot be sufficiently estimated unless sample testing and forecasting is in place along with high level control of the “varying consumer” (VC) devices introduced later.

5.3.3. Problem Statement

Accountability in the HAN is at best the minimal in that only readings of aggregate consumption are estimated daily. Disaggregation techniques cannot provide the fine-grained accountability required for the smart grid. The objective here is to verify and report device’s actions inside of the HAN. A unique problem provided in the HAN is the accountability in energy usage of devices that have a varying power capacity factor and requirements.

Our goal is to provide an accountable environment in the HAN so that devices will be held accountable, while the devices’ power consumptions are not constant, but varying over time. Therefore, we will propose a solution, i.e., a mechanism to achieve accountability for devices with varying power consumptions over time. We will also conduct some evaluations of the proposed method in terms of observing the amount of work required by the proposed method in comparison to a typical method, and device usage accuracy and estimation efficiency utilized as a metric.

5.4. Accountable Method

The proposed method utilizes group witnessing such as that which is proposed in [21]. This
discussion will detail the status reporting and inspection mechanism that is required to create an accountable environment in the HAN. The premise of the protocol is that devices called witnesses are used to monitor other devices in order to verify their actions. When multiple witnesses are utilized to monitor a single target, the target device will be held accountable by multiple entities as opposed to a single device which authorities would be solely forced to trust with the reporting of its target’s actions.

The target-witness structure gains its validity and accuracy partially through a single device \( w_j \) which serves as a witness to its target device \( t \). \( w_j \) utilizes readings from the sampling unit which is monitoring \( t \), and together with two other witnesses \((w_2, w_3)\) of which the latter two use NILM algorithms to estimate the usage of \( t \), create an accountable witness target structure for each device in the network.

Once the reports are gathered the inspector must discover and report inconsistencies in the witness reports given by devices in the network which will be monitoring and reporting the actions of their target devices including energy consumption. A single pass through the set of inspectors \( I \) can determine the state of the network and each device therein to evaluate the network with a single inspector it takes at least \( n \) tests to evaluate a network with \( n \) operational devices in a one-by-one testing scheme. In order to reduce the number of work required for a full inspection two options are possible: reduce the number of witnesses per device and utilize a better method.

To identify any device as a “varying consumer” (VC), the consumption patterns must be identified. Some details may also be inferred from the devices rated power usage even though this amount will likely not be constantly consumed during the duration of the devices active phases. A probability distribution of the device's energy consumption must be built to estimate the usage. To complete this, each device will communicate with each of its witnesses which entails the minimum
and maximum power consumptions. With this and some additional information, we can construct a probability distribution table (PDT) which is explained in the following section.

5.4.1. Probability Distribution Table (PDT)

The proposed method utilizes a PDT to help create a higher level of accountability. The PDT, whose operation is defined in this section, allows for some levels of forecasting based on previously observed energy usage. The initial communication between two devices which are establishing a witness-target relationship will contain several pieces of information which are integral for the witness devices to perform their duties in the accountable scheme. These include minimum and maximum power ratings of the potential target device. These values will be used for the potential witness device to define which usage group the target device will be in and in turn, to estimate the energy usage of the device at certain times more accurately.

Table 5.1: Example PDT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Mon</th>
<th>Tue</th>
<th>Wed</th>
<th>Thu</th>
<th>Fri</th>
<th>Sat</th>
<th>Sun</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>12-1am</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1am-2am</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2am-3am</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3pm-4pm</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4pm-5pm</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6pm-7pm</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Once initial information is acquired, in order to obtain the probability distribution of the target device, the “on” status probability must first be determined. In the initial phases of interaction after the contract between the witness and target, the active usage patterns including the patterns of device activation are observed. From this information, the table of usage probability is created.
Upon multiple observations of the target device, its’ habits over specific time lengths can be determined. The continuation of these observations will allow for corrections and a more complete analysis of the device’s actions. Table 5.1 shows an example PDT which is specific to the day and time of the week.

Management of data in the PDT and the access thereof will be monitored and controlled by policy. This policy will ensure that the accountability is not solely ensured by sampling capability, but in more of a non-intrusive manner. There is normally a fairly high amount of uncertainty in dealing with usage forecasting and therefore a model for each period of a half-hour is established. Similar procedures can be found in the following works [151,155,156]. In each half-hour interval, we establish the logarithmic or raw demand model as:

\[
\log(y_t,p) = h_p(t) + f_p(w_{1,t}) + a_p(y_t,p) + n_t
\]  

(2)

where \(y\) is the demand and \(p\) is the one half-hour measurement period; \(h_p(t)\) is the calendar effects including seasonal patterns and holidays; \(f_p(w_{1,t})\) represents temperature effects with \(w\) representing the past temperature at the location; \(a_p(y_t,p)\) represents recent past energy usage observations; \(n_t\) denotes error at a specific time \(t\).

With this equation we can calculate values for the PDT at various times for devices which we have some energy usage data for. The PDT with these values will be used in the proposed method for furthering the accountability of the devices in the HAN. The values calculated here can be used as a measure to compare actual usage or usage estimated by some NILM method to in an attempt to establish a devices status.

In order to lessen what would be difficult computational requirements in the face of calculating much historical forecasting and environment data, a more streamlined bootstrap process is
designed similar to [43]: retrieve and utilize forecasting data and model, calculate load forecasts using temperature and calendar forecasts, block bootstrapping for the forecasting residuals, and update model through observations and historical data.

Many devices in the home will be able to even further streamline this process, as many of the effects due to calendar and temperature variability will be negligible. After sufficient observation and/or categorization, the model can be reduced further. This will also make concessions for the devices which are resource constrained.

5.4.2. Device Power Sampling

Power sampling plays a large role in the proposed method. Each of the devices in the home is assumed to be fitted with a sampling device for frequent sampling of the devices’ energy usage. This section details some background of power sampling for appliances similar to the ones found in the HAN.

For a high level of accuracy, it is mostly agreed that monitoring devices must examine many features of the electric signals including the microscopic and macroscopic attributes. Microscopic here means harmonics and signal waveforms, while macroscopic means power state changes [43]. According to the Nyquist sampling theorem, it is necessary to sample at more than two times the frequency of the signal in order to capture the highest harmonic [157]. This detail is important as the real-time demands of the smart grid require for the data to be processed and forwarded very quickly. With sampling rates above 2.0 kHz, it may be generally difficult to overcome some of the inherent transmission and storage requirements for generally lower end data in the HAN. It is more realistic to envision mechanisms which record voltage around 1 Hz. Devices with this type of capability are normally more inexpensive and sufficient where the period is either 1/60 or 1/50 seconds [43].
Two feasible methods for sampling are described here. Considering the current state of technology and the direction in which it is headed, we can assume that most homes do not currently have advanced current flow detection mechanisms built into the internal circuitry of the A/C port which can acquire the voltage and current signals. With this understanding we can add these types of mechanisms to our definition of a “smart home”. This will provide the witness devices access to sample readings of their target’s current usage.

The second method relies on appliances and other devices with advanced hardware and sampling units fitted onto them. This will also provide the witness devices the ability to sample their target’s usage. With sampling units fitted onto devices, or incorporated into the home wiring, the computational complexities and requirements can be offloaded from a central point. This will prevent from possible computational bottlenecks. These external devices can be the sampling units, or the devices which they reside on. Another method of maintaining efficiency is to only relay and store specific information about the devices load and events. Load changes and other events are not necessary to successfully verify the load reported by a device, therefore, there is no need to store or communicate all information.

5.4.3. VC Algorithm

During the initial phases of activation, witness devices observe the VC and build a table according to its tendencies over a specific time length. Observations of target device's state and energy usage are recorded over a period of time. These measurements can be scheduled or initiated when certain conditions are met e.g., high resource availability, the status of device being turned on. Once observed, this data may be used to challenge the accountability of the device. With the values in the PDT generated, one can assume and estimate the power usage at a certain time or phase of operation for a specific device. This makes testing for accuracy less error-prone, as
without knowledge of how much energy a device uses at a specific time, it is nearly impossible to create a threshold delta in which the device will be within at any stage of normal operation. The sampling and table construction are continued until the table is filled, and then passes are periodically made to verify and update the data to account for device behavioral changes (which are normally caused by the user).

Each device $i_n$ in the network to a specific grade of rated power usage. Each of these devices possesses a certain number of attributes $\text{attr}$ defined by the environment as $\{\text{attr}_{i,1}, \text{attr}_{i,2}, \text{attr}_{i,3}, \ldots, \text{attr}_{i,n}\}$. Once the attributes of the device are combined, we find the rated power usage grade of that specific device, $G_p | p \in \rho$, where $\rho$ denotes the number of grades in the HAN. Calculating the grade of the $i^{th}$ device can be completed using Equation 2:

$$ n^i = \sum_{k=0}^{n} w_{i,k} \cdot \text{attr}_{i,k} $$

where, $w_{i,k}$ denotes the weight of the attribute represented in the summation while $n^i$ will be assigned to one of the power usage grades by the following:

$$ \text{if} \ (G_{min} < n^i < G_{max}), n^i \in G_p $$

$G_{min}$ and $G_{max}$ denote the lower and upper limits of the specific usage grade $G_p$, respectively. The value of $n^i$ depends heavily on the environment and the attributes considered with the device. With the usage grade of a specific device known, the range of its power consumption can more effectively be estimated. The VC algorithm is defined in Table 5.2.
1. **Function Group** *(witness_devs, target_dev)*
2. //target_dev reports max possible power usage
3. discover_VC_tendencies(*target_dev*) // samples usage, or infer from target’s broadcasted energy capabilities
4. **REPEAT** UNTIL usage_group(*target_dev*) // *G<sub>p</sub>* is discovered
5. IF *G<sub>p</sub>* is correct | *G<sub>p</sub>* ∈ GROUP(*i*)
6. usage_group(*target_dev*) = GROUP(*i*)
7. ELSE redo group test for GROUP(*i+1*)
8. **END REPEAT**
9. Verify usage_group(*target_dev*) with sampled power usage
10. Build PDT with usage and time data
11. **REPEAT** discover_VC_tendencies(*target_dev*)
12. IF sampling data and PDT are differing above Δ, mark target_dev “suspect” or “faulty”
13. ELSE update or confirm PDT based on newly acquired data
14. RETURN PDT
15. **END REPEAT**

**Figure 5.3: VC Algorithm**

### 5.4.4. Multiple Status Reporting

Any status report made by a witness device, whether requested or scheduled, will contain the target device's usage state. Instead of defining this with only two values (on/off), we have at least 4 states for the target report. With these various reporting states, we can more closely estimate the power usage of the current device without sampling it. This is necessary for the witnesses of some target that do not have access to the sampling unit on the target device. How these states are defined is based on the reported consumption capability amounts of the target device. While the power usage grade is known, we can more precisely estimate the device’s energy usage at a specific time by having multiple states (levels) within that devices usage grade which are relative to the device.

As *G<sub>p</sub>* has an explicit minimum and maximum, we can further divide the state into 4 power ranges. The power consumption can be even more accurately estimated as future power sampling observes energy usage and consistently finds more specific readings within a state that is constantly sensed. With this information, the witness can assume that the target device uses a
specific amount of power (which has been consistently observed) while the target device reports the recently reported state.

![Figure 5.4: Usage States](image)

Figure 5.3 shows the upper and lower bounds of a target device’s consumption range. This range is further divided into several smaller ranges with sub-thresholds (ST) at the lower and upper bound of each. The four ranges will initially be equal in width with the ST values are chosen as:

$$ ST = \begin{cases} 
    \lambda_2 + D \\
    \lambda_2 + 2D \\
    \lambda_2 + 3D \\
    \lambda_2 + 4D 
\end{cases} $$

(5)

$$ D = \frac{(G_{\text{max}} - G_{\text{min}})}{\text{No. of usage state}} = \frac{(\lambda_1 - \lambda_2)}{4} $$

(6)

$$ M = \begin{cases} 
    00, & \lambda_2 < x \leq (\lambda_2 + D) \\
    01, & (\lambda_2 + D) < x \leq (\lambda_2 + 2D) \\
    10, & (\lambda_2 + 2D) < x \leq (\lambda_2 + 3D) \\
    11, & (\lambda_2 + 3D) < x \leq \lambda_1 
\end{cases} $$

(7)

$\lambda_1$ is defined by the Gmin while $\lambda_2$ takes the value Gmax which represents the complete consumption range of the device in question. For each $M$, which can be defined as the quantization
decision, there is a corresponding decimal value that will be associated with it based on the usage state the device is observed to be in according to its consumption range given by Equation 6.

\[
m = \begin{cases} 
01, & \lambda_2 < X < \lambda_1 \\
00, & X < \lambda_1 \\
00, & X > \lambda_2 
\end{cases} \quad (8)
\]

\[
n = \begin{cases} 
M, & \lambda_1 < X < \lambda_2 \\
0, & \text{otherwise} 
\end{cases} \quad (8)
\]

\[
y = (m + n) \quad (9)
\]

where \(m\) and \(n\) are local decision variables which are defined by the current usage observed by the witness device. If the observed values fall within or outside of \(\lambda_1\) and \(\lambda_2\), it generates values as described in Equation (7) and Equation (8).

The decision model can be created as shown in Figure 5.4 utilizing the equations (7) and (8):

![Figure 5.5: Usage State Flow](image)

This decision model combines \(m\) and \(n\) with the addition operator ‘+’ and outputs the usage state of the device for the witnessing device that is observing the targeting device which is using the energy.

**5.4.5. Estimating Power Usage**

In order to calculate the power usage of any device or to closely estimate it, the operational capacity \(P_i\) and the state of the device must be known [144]. In the case of VC devices, the energy
usage is not necessarily known at any time. This means that outside of random/scheduled sampling of the target device’s power usage, there is no definite way of knowing exactly how much power a single device is using outside of inferring through deduction if the usages of the other devices in the HAN are available. There is also the threat that the device malfunctions or is behaving with malicious intent. Here lies our problem, and our solution lies within the estimation and accountability measures.

With the knowledge of the power usage grade $G_p$, and the status communicated from the target device, we can more accurately estimate the power usage at time $t_i$ for any device $d$, with one of the witness devices ($w_1$) in question having the ability to sample the target device’s power consumption through the sampling unit attached to its target, which is carried out regularly. We understand that we can derive the power usage $P_d$ of a particular device $d$ as displayed in Equation (10):

$$P_d = \int_{t_b}^{t_a} p(t) \cdot R_{d(t)} dt \quad (10)$$

where $p$ is the expected power consumption at time $t$ and $R$ is the running state that the device is in at time $t$. Understanding the rated power usage amount is not sufficient for the VC device, as the amount of power that this device uses is not necessarily constant. Therefore, in the previous discussion we introduced the premise of a power usage status for a specific devices, in this case $d$, $ST_d$ which is partially determined by the power usage group $G_p$. These values are used to more accurately estimate the power usage at a specific time. It is understood that if $d \in G_p$ then at any time $p_d < \max(G_p)$. In other words, the power usage for device $d$ will never be greater than the upper bound on the range or the group that it resides among. If this anomaly data does occur the
device which reports this reading will be considered suspect or faulty and marked for further evaluation.

5.4.6. Varying Consumption Device Reporting

With the usage grade and the device power level status known, we can effectively construct a table for quick reference, or calculate the estimated amount on-board the witness device at the necessary time. The scheme for building accountability into varying consumption devices is presented in the following steps.

- The potential VC device is connected to the network. Recommended scheduling is verified as well as device attributes.
- The potential VC device informs proper authorities (e.g., witnesses, smart meter) of the minimum and maximum power usage/requirement. This value will be used to assign the VC into a usage grade $G_p$.
- The VC device informs proper authorities of its initial usage state (level 0-4) while witness $w_I$ samples the VC device’s power consumption. Witnessing devices calculate the expected power usage (from the usage grade and the status report) and create a status report. If the reported usage states differ between witnesses, label the device faulty.
- Witness devices build PDT while continuing scheduled sampling of the target’s (VC device) power consumption. This information is used to update the PDT as well as challenge the target’s accountability.

At any time that a device’s reported status, or time constraints are found to be incorrect or suspect, that device is labeled as suspect or faulty.
5.4.7. Legacy Devices

Although legacy devices participate in the accountability protocol, they most likely will not have the software and hardware components to communicate over a network with the required protocols. The proposed algorithm allows us to estimate their power usage more accurately. With this more accurate approximation, we can patrol even legacy devices with static energy consumption and derive whether or not the device is behaving correctly. The difficulty here is that the legacy device cannot serve as a witness. As the proposed method allows for efficiency in such a way that all devices are not required to serve as witnesses, legacy devices will exclusively serve as targets and be evaluated in the same way that non-legacy devices are.

5.4.8. Threshold Detection

Determining faulty devices can be accomplished by comparing the current usage with the expected or reported usage at a singularly specific time. If these two numbers do not maintain proximity within a certain delta, the target device will be labeled according to the event management policy. This delta will be the threshold with which detection and comparison will either earn the device in question a faulty or clean labeling.

The comparison of the energy usage and the threshold is trivial, however, the process of establishing an acceptable threshold is most important and normally device attribute dependent. As stated earlier, many VC devices have modes of operation, which means that the energy usage amounts for each of those modes will likely be very much similar whenever the device is operating in that specific mode. In the case that this usage amount is not within its specific threshold level, witness devices can more accurately estimate the usage when the device is operating in an expected mode. VC devices that do not have defined operation modes generally operate on a sliding scale which is influenced by external conditions or an interval-based time schedule. A water heater for
example maintains and heats the temperature of water and uses energy according to the
temperature of the water which is in turn influenced by external temperatures among other
variables. Determining the amount of energy these types of devices will use is very difficult as
current policy attempts to estimate based on forecasted conditions and other events. Operation in
this capacity is more likely to produce energy usage which is close to the thresholds, and in some
instances will produce conditions that will likely be further away from acceptable than desired.

5.4.8.1. Threshold Analysis

A recurrence quantification analysis (RQA) can be used to generalize the usage of a generic
device, and from this, establish the necessary thresholds based on its habits. With use of the
analysis, densities of recurring energy usage amounts can be identified and used to establish quality
thresholds. Recurrence analyses, in the past have been used to locate recurring patterns and
structural changes in dynamical systems [158], and with data from one of the VC devices based
on a univariate time series which is of some n-dimensional model, the systems behavior detailed
in the time-delay statistics can be constructed be constructed into phase space vectors and then to
a topologically equivalent multidimensional plot [159]. This recurrence plot (RP) is simply a
visualization of the recurrence matrix (RM) $R$ in which we can define the entries in this matrix,
$R_{jk}$, at row $j$ and column $k$ using the equations below [160]:

$$ R_{jk} = H(\lambda - d_{jk}) \quad (11) $$

$$ d_{jk} = \| \vec{V}_j - \vec{V}_k \|_2, j, k = 1, N \quad (12) $$

Here, $H$ is the Heaviside step function which is assigned value relative to zero, as is denoted in
Equation 13:

$$ H(x) = \begin{cases} 
0, & x < 0 \\
1, & x \geq 0 
\end{cases} \quad (13) $$
- $\vec{V}_j$ and $\vec{V}_k$ are the row and column vectors created by the n-tuple of energy measurements in $R$
- $\lambda$ represents the acceptable standard deviation from the initial time series of energy measurement of the entry
- $d_{jk}$ represents distance between the two vectors $\vec{V}_j$ and $\vec{V}_k$. [159] allows us to reconstruct the phase space vectors as specified by Taken’s time delay embedding theorem with n samples from a device yielding:

$$\vec{V}_j = i_j + i_{j+t}, ... i_{j+(m-1)t}$$

(14)

In Equation 14 $m$ is the embedding dimension function and $t$ represents the time delay while $j$ is the time index. To observe the time series from a non-linear system the embedding dimension or n-dimensional Euclidean space for reconstruction must be determined. In the case of VC devices and this RQA, the embedding dimension will always be 2. From here, the can be RP is generated from the phase trajectories similar to the method in [160]. Once the RP is created, the densities therein can be analyzed for a more reliable threshold parameter through adjusting the threshold boundaries of the usage state to more properly enclose the densest areas of the RP.

5.4.8.2. Threshold Selection

Throughout the history of fixed threshold selection methods, many types have been used including graphical and diagnostic approaches in order to assess a model for threshold choice beforehand. Several of these include stability plots, mean life residual plots, and general distribution plots, to name a few [161-166]. In certain cases, graphical approaches can be difficult to interpret and uncertainty of the threshold is not well accounted for [167]. Although, many studies maintain such a hindrance, some informal remedies have been proposed in the form of resampling-based approaches [168-170].

There have been several general guidelines suggested for the selection of a desirable threshold [171]. These values should be represented within a small percentage of the phase space diameter.
In terms of device energy usage, the phase space diameter can be defined as $G_p$, or the entire possible energy usage range. Also, threshold uncertainty should be incorporated into the analysis as well as removing the necessity of subjective selection of parameters of the threshold. In order to ensure effective threshold selection, the method proposed in this work incorporates some components of the Bayesian mixture model which helps to find values based on a certain criteria from some overall set of values. RQA will be utilized in the refining of the thresholds to create a more accurate environment.

The phase space of a VC device encompasses all usage states possible for the device, or in other words, the complete consumption range. The consumption range properties can be characterized based on a partitioning $\{S_1…S_n\}$ of the device’s phase space into $n$ disjoint sets [172]. As explained earlier, each one of these sets represents a usage state.

There must be at least two stages of the threshold defining method. The first will provide for defining threshold for devices where there is minimal or no usage correlation data, while the second will provide devices which have sufficient usage data available for analysis. For the first method, the initial phase space partitioning is described in section 5.4.4 by equally distributing the consumption range of the device among the usage states. The upper and lower thresholds will be initially among the more extreme percentages of the usage states amounts in the case of devices with insufficient observable data.

Upon further observation while the device is active, the RQA can be used to reveal the bounded areas of the highest concentrations of usage amounts. With such an analysis, the thresholds can be placed at values which are most effective in categorizing the usage states efficiently by ensuring that the thresholds are placed in areas of little to no recurrence density through normal operations.
From here, [173, 174] demonstrate a method to generalize the extreme values given previous observations, $X_1, X_2, X_3... X_n$. This can be done through utilization of distribution function $F(x)$, under conditions $F(x|\lambda) = P(X_i \leq \lambda + x|X_i > \lambda)$ can approximate these values by a general Pareto distribution (GPD) with a density function defined in Equation 14 [175, 163]:

$$H(x; \sigma, k) = 1 - \left(1 - \frac{kx}{\sigma}\right)^{1/k} \quad (14)$$

while, $\begin{cases} 0 < x \leq \infty, & k \leq 0 \\ 0 < x \leq \sigma/k, & k > 0 \end{cases} \quad (15)$

- $k$ is the shape
- $\sigma$ is the scale
- $x$ is a random variable with a standard exponential distribution

With estimates from the initial graphically established threshold, the GPD has an interpretation as a limiting distribution in such a way that we can use this to generalize extreme values within the current usage state based on the observations. This will allow us to modify the threshold in such a way that the majority of points in the RP occur well within the usage state in question. This will increase efficiency and maintain the threshold and the usage state in its entirety at the optimum placement.

5.4.8.3. **Pitfalls and Limitations**

Any method of detection or estimation has some type of performance limitation. These types of drawbacks can easily result in the producing of false positives and/or false negatives. Consideration of analytical variability can help to resolve conflicts arising from inaccuracy of estimation or measurement [176]. Instilling a system where multiple entities concurrently verify the accountability of each other may also help to pre-empt inaccurate measurements which may lead to malicious or damaging activity which is the objective of this study.
Many household appliances and devices are composed of sophisticated circuitry and many components and circuits. This creates possibilities for electrical interference of many types which can lead to inaccuracies in measurements or the improper calculation of a device’s usage. Often these inaccuracies are caused by some defect or failure while in other situations, devices constantly produce interference as a byproduct of their operation [177]. It is well to note that manufacturers are generally required to follow standards provided to them by various entities when designing and manufacturing their products in order to avoid excessive electrical interference [178]. Even with these considerations, there are still certain families of devices typically used in the home which are not under the jurisdiction of these regulations, and can interfere with other devices if certain precautions are not taken.

Under normal conditions, when a device acts as a source of interference to another, the device itself is susceptible to interference of the same type. The most frequent offenders in the home tend to be lighting fixtures and halogen light bulbs, also, touch and air conditioner controls. The framework used in the distribution and transmission line systems are also causes for heavy interference over areas as large as the typical neighborhood [179]. Figure 5.5 displays the flow of the threshold management process.
5.5. Evaluation

This section will analyze the proposed method detailed in the earlier sections. It must be understood that the purpose of this effort is to contribute to and enhance accountability in smart grid networks. Most publications in today’s smart grid HAN energy academic area focus on optimizing load scheduling in the consumer domain. Establishing accountability is also an extremely important feature that the grid must enhance, which the proposed algorithm helps to accomplish. This accountability is furthered on a per-device basis which differs from other studies in accountability which focus on multi-user households [180], and understanding users and how to motivate savings [181].

5.5.1. False Positives/Negatives

We can model probability of the behavior of devices using two parameters: probability of detection, \( p_d \) and the ratio of false alarms \( p_{fa} \). \( p_d \) represents the probability that a witness device has sufficient information about its target device to evaluate and generate a sufficient and effective status report. This report labels the target device faulty, suspect, or clean. In either case, there is a probability that this event result can be false. False or incorrect labeling of a device can be categorized into two types: false positives or \( p_{fp} \) result in a device falsely being labeled as “faulty” or “suspect”. Since each device in the network participates in the inspection and has the authority to implicate other devices to malicious intent in the network, namely its targets, each device is always untrusted by default. Therefore we can observe false positives as a case that clean device falsely labels a clean target device as faulty and a clean device falsely labels a clean target device as suspect. On the other end of the spectrum, false negatives or \( p_{fn} \) can be defined as a witness device incorrectly labeling its’ target device as clean in the instance that it is actually suspect or faulty; a clean device falsely labels a faulty target device as clean.
There may be several reasons for which a false alarm may occur. Device $d$ provides some indication of its target $t$’s status after some information either gathered from the sampling unit or from estimation with some NILM mechanisms. There is a possibility that device $d$ may become compromised and is intentionally committing malicious acts such as providing false reports of device $t$ on the network. The method assumes that not all witnesses of a single device are compromised at the same time, and therefore during regular operation, device $d$ observes its target device $t$ and evaluates the details of its energy usage. With this information reported, a status indication for $t$ is developed and communicated to the management unit which will normally be the smart meter, and the appropriate actions will be taken to have the device properly serviced based on its condition.

In the instance that $d$ is compromised, it may report false information which forces an issuance of a “faulty” status to $t$. Similar to [182,183], all information that is observed from and originates at $d$ is unforgeable, only in the case of dropped messages or lack of measurements can the false positives of this type be generated and communicated as long as there is at least a single correct witness. Any other false positives may be due to malicious action or faulty estimation/reading.

While assuming that the number of witnesses per device is fixed, we can display several important properties. Evaluating a correct device and producing a correct report can be accomplished with a probability of $p_d$. $p_d$ is dependent on the sampling unit or the NILM mechanism used to gather data about device $t$’s energy usage. The probability of false reports and the events creating these are used to come to a final ruling on device $t$ and assign a status for further action.

We must review the load disaggregation algorithms which may be utilized in the estimation of the energy usage of the devices in the HAN. Current literature generally uses recognition accuracy
as the main metric for measuring the effectiveness of NILM research. Although much of the work here provides accuracy metrics, it is difficult to draw meaningful comparisons and conclusion from the metrics provided by differing algorithms. [195] suggests 3 accuracy measures for performance evaluation: detection accuracy, disaggregation accuracy, and overall accuracy. Taking this into consideration, Table 5.3 displays several popular types of disaggregation techniques and their typical overall accuracy rates.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm</th>
<th>Features</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SVM [184-186]</td>
<td>SS &amp; Tr</td>
<td>75-98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bayes [186,187]</td>
<td>SS</td>
<td>80-99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HMM [188-190]</td>
<td>SS</td>
<td>75-95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neural Networks [62, 66, 67]</td>
<td>SS &amp; Tr</td>
<td>80-97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KNN [185, 189, 190]</td>
<td>SS &amp; Tr</td>
<td>70-90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optimization [194-196]</td>
<td>SS</td>
<td>60-97</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We can describe the accuracy rates as the acceptable and common percentages experienced when utilizing these methods. Upon observing Figure 5.6, we can understand how the false alarm rate is affected by NILM accuracy.
As shown in Figure 5.6, the number of false alarms is affected greatly by the NILM accuracy at a linear rate. With 20 devices in the simulation and 200 comparisons of energy use per device, we have a false alarm rate of .19 when using a disaggregation algorithm which has 85% overall accuracy, and when using an algorithm with 95% accuracy we have a false alarm rate of .12. These percentages are observed in the initial usage states with no training time required. After proper usage state training, the usage states will be more closely fitted to the typical amounts of energy used in its state, which will create a situation where fewer false alarms are signaled during the method’s operation.

The accuracy is heavily dependent on the original source estimation (NILM) of energy usage as the proposed method looks to assure accountability in the energy usage of these devices. The false alarms are detected whenever one of the usage amounts produced by a target device has two reports which do not match each other. The sampling unit on each device must maintain a high detection accuracy to justify the initial error of the NILM. These efforts together can provide a significantly acceptable accuracy for usage accountability.
5.5.2. Energy Usage

The following will discuss the performance of the proposed method. In the considered smart grid HAN, the simulation will encompass the devices connected in the network which is also interconnected digitally and electrically with the smart grid. We assume that each device in the HAN is complete with an energy sampling unit in order to verify attributes and actions of peer devices in the network. This is a responsibility of each device which, in working together, will work to create a trusted and accountable environment. There are \( n=40 \) devices in each home, and a single home represented in each simulation. Attributes of each of the devices are all extracted from the Appliance Consumption Signature Database (ACS-F1) database for appliance consumption signatures [182]. The ACS-F1 appliance signature database contains device consumption signatures which were acquired by plug-based sensors. Acquisition was performed with device in the database undergoing two acquisition sessions of an hour in which specific details about the device’s consumption was recorded. For simplicity, the data utilized spans a single hour of the 2 hour acquisition phase which is carried out on each device.

We assume that witness devices are able to discover the operational time of each device, as well as its power requirement information. This functionality can be programmed into the specific device so that this information is broadcasted upon connection. Also, assumptions can be made of legacy devices and verified with the sampling unit and/or NILM technique. Flexibility in operational time should be available, but as discussed earlier, load management and estimation of future energy usage are not of concern in the assurance of HAN accountability.
Figure 5.7 shows the results of energy usage in the HAN comprised of VC devices that use a presumably non-static amount of energy in kW-h format. Presented here is the total energy usage of each device throughout the 20 simulations. The measurements are carried out under the same per device load signatures which are found in the ACS-F1 database, and the energy data is represented for one hour of each device’s acquisition period. The amount of energy usage difference here is fairly significant when evaluating a single hour of device powered on activity. The most important observation from Figure 5.7 is the disparity between the VC and regular usage for each device. The regular usage is represented as the maximum amount that the device would use at any time, but for the simulation, in order to stay in the bounds of the ASC-F1 database, we utilize the maximum amount recorded in the device record. The VC usage in Figure 5.7 is the total amount that the VC device’s used over the acquisition period. The most important observation from Figure 5.7 is the disparity between the VC and regular usage for each device. This shows that any estimation using a device’s maximum consumption over its’ active time would be significantly over the actual usage amount. Generally utilities use methods which can more accurately estimate

Figure 5.8: Total Power Usage
usage than the disparity displayed on Figure 5.7, but this is giving us an extreme baseline for measurements and evaluation.

Figure 5.8 gives us insight into the increased usage estimation created through usage state utilization for the VC devices

![Figure 5.9 Usage State Amounts](image)

For simplicity, each of the devices is limited to only three usage states. In the typical HAN, this could affect the accuracy for devices which use a much broader range of energy during their operation. Such devices as HVAC which maintains a very wide possible consumption range, which would likely need several more usage states to make estimation as efficient as possible. Figure 5.8 details how, on average, much power the devices used in the simulation in each of the three usage states. We can see that once again there is a disparity between the lower and higher usage amounts. Generally, according to Figures 5.7 and 5.8, we see that these types of appliances’ usage have been most often near the upper or lower ends of their consumption ranges. With this type of usage, assumptions along with usage states can very easily be implemented to understand energy usage of a device for accountability purposes without implementing a full NILM mechanism. Even in instances where the usage range is very small (simulations 2-4, 9-12) the majority of the usage
remains near the extreme upper or lower usage amounts. Therefore, the usage state has a more accurate labeling on the amount of energy used whenever usage is in its’ range.

![Figure 5.10: iphone 4 Usage States (before and after One hour of usage)](image)

In the instance that a device has a small usage range such as the iphone 4 in Figure 5.9, we can see that among the rises and falls of usage amounts, the most time is spent at either end of the highest or lowest usage state. Also, the amounts of energy usage are fairly constant which provides a level of confidence in efficient procedure of the usage state estimation algorithm.

The VC method evaluates the power usage of a device with a threshold-based algorithm and categorizes the amount in one of several categories. For simplicity, the usage states are broken down into three (high, medium, and low). The basic method does not take this into account, and although any checks and balances of systems are also threshold based, they do not take into account VC devices, and therefore a larger deviation from what is estimated may occur. This can lead to an increase in the number of false positives or negatives. We can also see that from Figure 5.9 that the distance can be fairly dramatic relative to the usage space between the high and low states. This usage amount difference must be accounted for even if the devices are in those phases for a short time in order to make estimation and efficiency more effective.
It is also necessary to understand and analyze the time that the devices are operating in these states as its importance cannot be understated. Figure 5.10 gives us insights into these measurements.

![Figure 5.11: Usage State Time](image)

As shown in Figure 5.10, much time is spent outside of the middle power usage states with the VC devices. In instances where more middle usage state time is observed, this happens in instances which devices make many state transitions, or when the device has a small consumption range. The thresholding method will modify the usage states accordingly in order to avoid increasing false positives. With this taken into consideration, we see that the variation in energy usage which normally makes estimation without lengthy training very difficult, is accomplished with adequate accuracy.

### 5.5.3. Varying Consumption Performance

This VC accountability method requires certain amount of parameters to be set prior to its execution. The usage state details pertaining to the separation of state space is required. Increasing the number of usage states will not degrade the performance of the algorithms, instead will allow witness devices to more accurately determine the current usage of its target device. Also, the details
of the power capacity of each device will need to be known. In the process of estimation of the energy usage of a target device, the witness device does not always sample the target’s usage, the PDT and/or knowledge of the current usage state will in most instances suffice for estimation purposes. Another important detail is understanding that devices with differing operational modes or phases normally use similar amounts of energy while residing in a specific state. With some knowledge of the usage states we can sufficiently know estimate how much energy is being used. Table 5.4 displays the variances in recurring usage state values and their actual values which were recorded during the simulation. As shown in Table 5.4, there is definitely a discernable difference in the accuracy which is created by understanding the usage in a specific usage state as opposed accepting the maximum usage amount for each device whenever in an “on” state or not. Through the simulations, the average difference in measurements is 21.90%. It is important to state here that the method proposed is not to rely on the sampling units for measurements, but to ensure accountability through multiple witnessing, with this, most of the estimation can be done through simply have knowledge of usage states and accessing the PDT for prior usage information. In modern estimation and load monitoring, nearly 90% accuracy is acceptable, especially in non-intrusive load monitoring scenarios [182,183].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>VC Usage</th>
<th>Regular Usage</th>
<th>Usage Difference</th>
<th>Difference Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1615.79</td>
<td>5672.32</td>
<td>4056.53</td>
<td>28%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>571.62</td>
<td>5433.51</td>
<td>4861.88</td>
<td>11%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1292.64</td>
<td>5730.30</td>
<td>4437.65</td>
<td>23%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1573.79</td>
<td>8506.18</td>
<td>6932.38</td>
<td>19%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>491.35</td>
<td>1572.07</td>
<td>1080.72</td>
<td>31%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1326.46</td>
<td>6581.45</td>
<td>5254.99</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1028.96</td>
<td>6599.65</td>
<td>5570.69</td>
<td>16%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>721.01</td>
<td>6876.50</td>
<td>6155.49</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1345.66</td>
<td>5561.11</td>
<td>4215.46</td>
<td>24%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
5.5.4. Message Overhead

In order to analyze the message overhead of the accountable method, we adopt the analysis method used in [6,55]. \( d \) represents any device on the network while \( w \) represents some witness on the network. The assumptions apply specifically to any device \( w \) which has a witness target relationship with device \( d \). \( M \) represents the smart meter. We present the accountability goals:

**G1:** \( M \) CanProve (\( d \) is faulty or correct for all \( D \))

**G2:** \( w \) CanProve (\( d \) is faulty or correct)

We assume that public key infrastructure (PKI) is being implemented on the network in the communications taking place in the fashion described below. Only signed messages are considered after target-witness establishment.

**Message 1:** \( w \) Receives (\( t_a, \{G_{max_d}\} \) Signed with \( K_{x^{-1}} \))

**Message 2:** \( M \) Receives (\( t_a, \{G_{max_d}\} \) Signed with \( K_{x^{-1}} \))

**Message 3:** \( M \) Receives (\( t_b, \{Acc_d\} \) Signed with \( K_{w^{-1}} \))

Assumptions required for accurate analysis of the communication flow are:

**A1:** All \( d \) CanProve \( M \) is trusted (by default and PKI implementation)
A2: $w$ Receives $(t_a, \{G_{max_d}\} \text{ Signed with } K_x^{-1})$, Therefore, $(w \text{ CanProve } d \text{ is trusted})$ due to the PKI implementation.

**Message 1:** When $w$ receives message A1, integrity and non-repudiation can be verified based on the unique signature. With $w$ serving as device $d$’s witness, it can calculate $d$’s power usage at any time $t$ either by querying $d$’s usage monitor or by utilizing the NILM scheme. This satisfies G1.

**Message 2:** $M$ receives message 2 at the same time as $w$ receives message 1 and can also prove that device $d$ is trusted.

**Message 3:** $M$ receives message 3 and by comparison of the accusations from all device $d$’s witnesses, can come to a conclusion about device $d$. This satisfies G2.

![Figure 5.12: Message Overhead](image)

Figure 5.12 shows the network overhead experienced in the method process. The results are gained after a series of 200 simulations of the witness-target status relationship handshake process for each device and a single inspection procedure. The growth rate is almost linear while the curve is produced due to the variable amount of extra witness request response messages that are sent to
devices requesting witnesses upon initial connection to the network (or upon losing a witness due to inactivity/departure).

5.6. Conclusions

The state of smart grid capabilities will continue to evolve as time passes. This means that technology and all other necessary components will continuously advance. Without accountability in the HAN, many deficiencies in security and accuracy can be exacerbated. This chapter highlights the modern state of accountability in the HAN and typical home energy usage. The proposed VC energy usage accountability algorithm was given as a solution to more effectively provide accountability and enhance accuracy in the HAN energy calculation schemes. Simulations of the method show the ability to efficiently monitor and identify malicious devices using unexpected amounts of energy. The simulations also demonstrate a marked improvement over estimation with trivial amounts of knowledge of a device’s energy usage during operation. The accuracy and overhead required are both well within the typical bounds of current estimation methods.
CHAPTER 6

CONCLUSION

The research presented in this dissertation provides for some understanding of the current security posture of the current smart grid. In addition to a security analysis, methods are proposed to advance and incorporate more internal accountability into the modern home area network (HAN) at a fine-grained level. More specifically, we have studied the malicious device inspection and accountability of devices that consume varying amounts of energy while they are powered on.

We have reviewed the current attacks and countermeasures which have been exploited in a smart grid. The possible vulnerabilities are listed categorically along with the possible and proved exploits. A survey of grid security is important to identify weak points in the grid security environment.

We also propose algorithms to efficiently provide accountability in the smart grid HAN through multiple witness monitoring and inspection of the devices therein. An inspector selection algorithm is proposed as well. The algorithms provided show their validity in environments of a dynamic nature, where complete device inclusion is required and there is always a possibility of changing malicious statuses. The analysis and simulations in the study shows that the proposed algorithms are effective in creating an accountable environment in a smart grid HAN.

Finally, we propose a method for accountability of varying consumption devices. We utilize the ACS-F1 load signature database for method simulation purposes. Algorithm analysis and simulation results show that the method is effective. Simulation results also show that the
method is well within acceptable rate of error based on today’s standards of estimation without need of previous knowledge of device profiles.
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